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ABSTRACT
Research has been carried out at the University of Surrey to investigate 
the response of the relatively inexpensive photodiode-scintillator type 
gamma radiation detector. The results otained were coipared with other 
published work in this field. The use of windowless photodiodes as direct 
semiconductor detectors for both alpha and X-ray / gamma ionising 
radiation was also studied. The work was carried out as a collaborative 
project with Vint en Analytical Systems Ltd. of Sandy in Bedfordshire.
Results obtained by direct detection of Am-241 photons were particularly 
gocd using the inexpensive Hamamatsu S1223-01 photodiode (with a small 
active area of only 13.7mmZ) providing excellent energy resolution for 
the gamma photons and the associated X-rays.
The results obtained from the diode-scintillator format of detector 
compare well with published findings. Comparison of output pulses from 
gamma photons directly detected in the silicon photodiode (used as a
stable reference) with the output from scintillation events provided an
absolute method of calculating pulse size in terms of charge (in
electron-hole pairs) generated in the photodiode.
A reflector paint manufactured by Kodak based on barium sulphate was 
investigated as a substitute for the widely used yet bulky and
inconvenient MgO powder. Manufacturer's literature indicate a reflectance 
significantly greater than for MgO powder. However, the results obtained 
when used in conjunction with CsI(Tl) were close to that obtained with MgO 
powder.
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Following initial work with Icmf diodes (Hamamatsu S1790-01, S1790-02
and S3590-01), even more compact and still less expensive detectors were 
developed using the small active area Hamamatsu S1223-01 type
photodiodes. Unlike the majority of the diodes supplied by the
manufacturers these have no protective coating over the active surface. 
The manufacture of these detectors involved the difficult task of coating 
the bare active surface of the diodes with a passive resin which would not 
unduly affect the photodiodes characteristics. Although the performance 
of these detectors was not as good as for those constructed using the 
relatively large area photodiodes, they were of sufficient promise to 
encourage the development of compact and inexpensive readout electronics.
Applications of the range of detectors and the associated readout
electronics developed during the research period were also considered and 
are listed in broad categorises below:-
(a) low cost educational demonstration systems
(b) tomography systems where many detector arrays (often close together) 
and corresponding read-out electronics are required
(c) gamma radiation monitors and assay applications
(d) monitors for use in environments of high magnetic flux where 
conventional photomultiplier based detectors would be affected
(e) gamma source verification for the well type ionisation chambers used 
in radiotherapy treatment. Information about the spectrum of the
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source being measured can be used to automatically select the 
scaling factor necessary to correct for the chamber response. Also, 
the purity of a source can be assessed where grow-in of gamma 
emitting daughters is a possibility
(f) in a personal dosemeter to obtain spectroscopic information so that 
the effects of absorbed dose may be corrected for energy. Also, to 
assist in identifying the cause and location of a source of 
radiation in a working environment.
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CHARTER 1 
IgTEQDUGIIQN
This report covers research carried out at the University of Surrey from 
April 1989 to February of 1991 on photodiodes and photodiode- 
scintillators. These devices were used as ionising radiation detectors 
with the research concentrating mainly on gamma photon detection.
The advantages of the photodiode over the more traditional photomultipier 
tube as a light detector for scintillation counting are discussed at the
beginning of chapter 3.
1.1 PRINCIPLE AIMS
The principle aims of the research were as follows
(a) to compare performance of new high quality large area photodiodes
with suitable signal to noise characteristics with that of !
Iphotodiodes previously used in this field for both direct detection
and scintillation counting of ionising radiation j
(b) optimisation of the light transfer from the scintillator to the
diode for maximum signal magnitude
(c) to compare performance of available commercial preamplifiers, and to
design a preamplifier with similar or improved performance for
diode-scintillator readout
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(d) to consider the performance of commercially available Shaping
Amplifiers, Analogue to Digital Converters (ADCs) and Multi-Channel 
Analysers (MCAs), and to collate information for the design of a
shaping anplifier and ADC system for diode-scintillator readout
(e) to study factors affecting the application of the photodiode-
scintillator detector and the associated electronics in the
following areas:-
(i) gamma source verification in a radionuclide calibrator 
ionisation chamber
(ii) real time personal dosemetry.
Radionuclide calibrators are frequently used in hospital radio-pharmacy
departments and in laboratories where measurement of radionuclide activity 
is required. Medical applications of radionuclides include diagnostic and 
therapeutic treatment and require accurate and reliable measurements 
before use. Radionuclide calibrators are usually based on re-entrant type 
ionisation chambers which can provide accurate reproducible results over a 
large range of gamma source activities and energies. However, information 
on the following is important
(i) scaling of the ion chamber output against the chamber's photon 
energy response
(ii) confirmation of radionuclide type
(iii) control of radionuclide purity (grow-in of gamma-emitting 
daughters).
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This information can be obtain^ by use of an additional detector which 
acts as a photon spectrometer.
The ■'Real Time' dosemeters currently available are based on non-energy 
discriminating detectors such as the Geiger-Mueller Tube (GMT), the quartz 
fibre detector and the recently introduced NRPB/ Plessey silicon detector.
The advantage of having spectroscopic information about the gamma
radiation to which personnel are being exposed is that accurate surface 
and depth doses for tissue can be derived. Also, if the spectrum is 
retained (e.g stored in a couputer) future re - assessments of dose
equivalent are still possible.
In addition, identification of the type of source (by its spectroscopic 
'finger print') can help in identifying the likely source of the exposure.
The electronics required needs to be compact and light-weight so that the 
unit may be worn on belt or clothing without causing inconvenience to the 
wearer. The logging of personnel dose data and the mathematical
conversion from the spectroscopic information would be carried out using a 
central computing facility.
1.2 REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS WORK IN THIS FIELD
Research into photodiode-scintillator detectors started as long ago as 
1962 but it was not until 1969 that Keil used this type of detector for 
gamma radiation obtaining a modest energy resolution of 19% for Cs-137. 
However, it is only relatively recently that improved mass production 
techniques have reliably provided high quality diodes at moderate cost.
—3-
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Research was carried out at The University of Surrey to evaluate the 
viability of this type of detector. The findings are published by GOODA 
P.H., PhD thesis. University of Surrey (1988) and look very promising. As 
a result The University of Surrey in collaboration with Vinten Analytcal 
Systems Ltd have continued this work to further evaluate this type of 
detector.
The principal results of recent published work in this field are listed 
below:-
GRASSMAN (1984) using an 18(mm) diameter by 22(mm) length CsI(Tl) crystal 
obtained 10.1% (FWHM) energy resolution for 662keV photons using a 
Hamamatsu S178Ü photodiode for readout. It is not stated whether a light 
pipe was used or whether the lO(mm) by lO(mm) square diode was coupled 
directly to this cylindrical scintillator crystal.
SAKAI (1987) carried out an extensive study of the performance of many 
different scintillators with both photomultipliers and silicon
photodiodes. The best energy resolution for photodiode readout was 
obtained using CsI(Tl). A lO(mm) by lO(mm) by 7(mm) (Harshaw) crystal 
yielded a resolution of 7.84% (FWHM) for 662keV photons using a Hamamatsu 
S1790-02. The diode was bonded to the scintillator crystal using a
silicon coitpound (Oyokoken 6262).
GCXDDA (1988) using a 25(mm) by lO(mm) by lO(mm) crystal of CsI(Tl) 
obtained a similar resolution to SAKAI of 7.7% (FWHM) for 662keV photons 
with a peak to Compton ratio of 2.7 to 1 using a Hamamatsu S1790-01 (low
~4'
leakage current version of the 51790) photodiode for readout. The diode
was bonded to the scintillator crystal using optical resin (type NE-581).
HARSHAW/FILTRDL (of the USA), who manufacture and sell a photodiode-
scintillator detector with integral preamplifier, quote a nominal 
resolution of 10% or better for 662keV photons using a 10(mm) by 10(mm) by 
lO(mm) CsI(Tl) crystal. From the spectrum reproduced in their literature
this was in fact approximately 8% with a peak to Conpton ratio of 2.4 to 
1. Although not stated in the literature it is almost certain that the 
diode is bonded to the scintillator using an optical resin.
The availability of improved photodiodes manufactured using modern mass 
production methods (providing higher silicon purity VON AMMON (1984) and 
ion iaplanted electrodes which reduces leakage and reduces cost MAYER 
(1968)) have yielded a large improvement in the results (above) over
previous findings (compare with KEIL (1969) who obtained 19% resolution 
for 662keV photons) using available photodiodes of the day.
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CHARTER 2 
ELECTRONIC NOISE
Electronic noise is often a very important factor in the performance of a 
spectrometer system such as shown in block diagram form in fig.2A and is 
often the major factor that determines the overall resolution of the 
system. It also defines the size of the smallest detectable signal. It 
is important, therefore, to examine the sources of noise present in the 
system and to minimise where possible.
2.1 M J.im E NT. NQISE OmQKIMQ)
The noise of a semiconductor detector is often described in terms of the 
equivalent charge required to be deposited at the preamplifier input that 
would match the magnitude of the purely electronic noise. This can be 
measured by noting the full width half maximum (FWHM) of a puiser peak 
when constant charge pulses are fed into the first stage of the 
preamplifier with the photodiode connected (see fig.2B). The peak shape 
closely matches a Gaussian distribution so the FWHM can be related to the 
standard deviation by the following
FWHM = 2.35 o
The standard deviation (o) defined in terms of numbers of electron-hole 
pairs is equal to the root mean square (RMS) deviation about the mean 
value of the noise. Noise contributions from the various independent 
sources in the system add in quadrature
(o to t )2  = (o i )2  + (0 2 )2  + (03 )2  . . . .
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A.D.C M.C.APRE­AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER
DETECTOR
Fig.2A - Block Diagram of Spectrometry Detecting System
charge
Fig.2B - Measurement of FWHM. of a Puiser Peak
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The ENC (Equivalent Noise Charge) can be defined as the amount of charge, 
which if applied to the input of the preamplifier and main anplifier system 
with the photodiode connected, would give the same output voltage as the 
RMS voltage due to noise.
2.2 CHARGE SENSITIVE PREAMPLIFIERS.
The signal from the detector is in the form of small charge pulses 
typically of the order of several thousand electrons. Therefore the first 
stage of anplification requires a low noise charge sensitive preamplifier. 
Fig.2C is a sinplified diagram of a charge sensitive preamplifier with 
either a d.c coupled or a.c coupled input.
2.3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF DETECTOR AND PREAMELIFIEK NOISE SOURCES
Fig.2D shows the equivalent circuit of preamplifier with photodiode 
connected. For a detailed analysis of the noise generated in a diode 
detection system refer to papers by DELANEY (1980) and GOODA (1988). The 
model used here is based on these references.
The typical noise figure quoted by the manufacturer for the ORTEC-125 
preamplifier is 4.3keV based on silicon equivalent of w = 3.6 eV per 
electron-hole pair (often writ en as eV / e~) and a shaping time of 2 us 
with a detector capacitance (CM) of lOOpF. A dark current (Id) figure is 
not given but is assumed here to be l.DnA (a typical value for a high 
quality silicon PIN diode). In terms of ENC this would be:-
ENC = 4.3 (keV) / 2.35 * w (eV/e-)
ENC = 505 _e~
_g_
OtP OtP
Cp  = Blocking Capacitor 
D = Diode detector 
A = Amplification stages
Rl = Load resistor 
Rp = Feed back resistor Cf = Feed back capacitor
Fig,2C - Simplified.,Circuit Diagram of .& Charge Sensitive Preamplifier with either d.e or a.c coupling of the I/P
DIODE PREAMPLIFIER
Fig.2D - Equivalent Circuit_Diagram of the Preamplifier
Rs = Series resistance of the diode.Id = Leakage current of the diode.Co = Capacitance of diode at full depletion voltage.
Rp = Parallel resistance of diode.
Cs = Stray 'parasitic' capacitance.Cj = Preamplifier's FET junction capacitance.Rf = Preamplifier's feedback resistance,Rl = Load resistance (bias supply).Itot = Total leakage current of FET gate (Id + la) where 
la is the preamplifier's FET leakage current.Req = The equivalent resistance of the FET gate.
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Using parameters of the Ortec-125 preamplifier and the silicon detector
quoted by the manufacturer
k = 1.381 X 10-23 J/K Boltzmann constant.
e = 1.602 X 10-19 c Electronic charge.
T = 294.15 K Absolute standard room temperature.
n = 2.718 Reduction in gain of preanplifier due to rise and
fall times of pulses being equal (DELANY (1980)).
T = 2.0 us Amplifier time constant.
gm. = 15 mA/V Preamplifiers' FET transconductance (nominal).
Rg = 83.33 MS2 Preamplifier's Rf (500MQ) in parallel with Ri
(10ÜMQ).
Cj = 8.0 pF Preamplifier's F.E.T junction capacitance.
Cs = 10.0 pF Stray 'parasitic' capacitance (nominally in the
order of lOpF).
Is = 0.0 nA Preamplifiers' F.E.T gate leakage current
(negligible - in the order of IQ-i® to 
10-15 amp.).
Rp = “ MS2 Photodiode parallel resistance (assumed as
infinite - in the order of tens of GQ)
Total effective capacitance at the input of the preamplifier F.E.T
Cln — Cd + Cj + Cs
Total leakage current at FET gate:-
Itot — Id + Ig
— 10—
E N c =
\1
n2 * k * T * T 4* e * Itot * T 4. k * T * Cin2
e2 2 * Bm 4 2 * T * gn
ENC = 555 e-.
The small discrepancy between the figures can be accounted for by the fact 
that F.E.T gain (dual 2N4416 in parallel) can have widely differing values 
from one F.E.T transistor to the next (even of the same type). Differences 
in parasitic capacitance from one experimental set-up to the next will also 
have an effect.
This model is used to generate the ENC figures of various PIN photodiodes 
using the Ortec-125 preamplifier and photodiode manufacturers parameters. 
The results (table 3A of chapter 3) can be conç>ar«3 to those obtained with 
the preamplifier designed within this research work (table 7A of chapter 
7).
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C H A P I T E R  3
CHARACTERISTICS OF PIN SILICON PHOTODIODES
A great deal of effort has gone into improving the performance of 
photodiodes specifically for use in radiation detection applications by 
manufacturers such as Hamamatsu Photonics Ltd. and Micron semiconductor 
Ltd. in the past decade. Hamamatsu published a paper (HAMAMATSU (1987)) 
describing the work that was carried out to improve the PIN type diode 
characteristics. These inprovements have given rise to a low leakage 
current for large sensitive areas together with a reduction in cost.
The advantages of the PIN photodiode over the Photomultipier Tube (PMT) 
include characteristics such as being compact, having a high quantum 
efficiency over a useful range of wavelengths and insensitivity to 
magnetic fields. The power supply requirements for the photodiode (a few 
tens of volts) are considerably less demanding conpared to the high 
voltage (and current) required for operation of the PMT (of the order of 
IkV).
Also, the gain of the PMT is dependent on the supply voltage and the 
temperature ak which it is operating. Therefore, the power supply has to 
be highly stable and the tenperature of the environment monitored or 
controlled to take these effects into account. Being a unity gain device, 
the PIN photodiode displays a high stability to variations of both of 
these factors.
In addition, overloading can occur in a PMT when exposed to a large light
12-
input causing damage to the electrodes as a result of excessive output 
current. The PIN photodiode is unaffected by exposure to typical levels 
of room light or even direct sun light. The PIN photodiode is also 
considerably more tolerant of shock and vibration.
A more conprehensive description of photodiode operation and structure can 
be found in KNOLL (1989). Detailed descriptions of the fabrication of 
photodiodes for high energy physics applications can be found in the 
following references: MAYER (1968), BORANY (1983) cover the fabrication
of photodiodes using ion inplantation techniques and AMMON (1984) details 
the production of the high resistivity silicon required of the 
applications discussed above. What follows is an abbreviated description.
TIN' photodiodes are so named as an indication of their structure. This 
is because between the positive carrier (P) and negative carrier (N) 
semiconductor layers there is a region of high purity silicon called the 
Intrinsic (I) layer (see fig.3A). The PIN stucture is produced by 
diffusion or, more recently, by ion implantation LEAKE/RAWLINGS(1988) 
through the top and bottom surfaces of the wafer with the corresponding 
'p' and 'n' dopants. Biasing the diode with a voltage prcduces the 
Voltage/Current characteristics shown in fig.SB. The diodes are almost 
always operated in the reverse bias mode (P-layer negative with respect to 
the N-layer), since even a small forward bias produces large currents that 
would swanp small signals of the kind that would be induced by radiation. 
Also, the depletion region (discussed below) would not be generated in the 
forward bias mode, an important factor in the collection of charge 
carriers.
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INCIDENT LIGHT
PHOTOCURRENT METALLIZATION
SI02
P+ DIFFUSION 
DEPLETION LAYER
p+.
N BULK SILICON 
(HIGH RESISTIVITY)
N+ -Mr N+ DIFFUSION
METALLIZATION
Fig.3A - EINPhotodiode Structure
K m A  )
“0.025
2 Dark condition --1
/  Light incident on 
I d iode
Fig.SB - Current / Voltage Characteristics of a Photodiode
Voltage -V- applied to the P-layer Ve = zener voltage (between 10 - 100 volts dependent on diode type)
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3.1 CARRIER GENERATION INPILICQH SEMICONDUCTORS
The valence to conduction band gap for silicon is about 1.12eV at room 
temperature. However, excitation due to thermal effects can still cause 
the production of an electron-hole pair with probability given by:-
P = C.T3/2 exp(-Eg/2.k.T)
where P = probability of carrier generation, 
k = Boltzmann constant.
Eg = Bandgap energy of the semiconductor.
T = Absolute tengierature.
C = Proportionality constant for silicon.
The majority of the thermally generated carriers recombine in a very short 
space of time, the production and recombination rates balancing to provide 
a dynamic equilibrium. Where an electric field is applied these will
contribute to the leakage current of the device. YAMAMOTO (1987) showed 
the temperature coefficient for the Hamamatsu S1790-02 photodiode current 
to be approximately +15%/°C over the range of room temperature to 
60*C.
Ionising events within the silicon lattice can also give rise to charge 
carriers. The average energy required to produce an electron-hole pair in 
silicon is 3.62eV (KNOLL (1989)) at room temperature (almost constant for 
a wide variety of incident radiation and tenperature). This is more than 
three times the bandgap energy. This is because energetic electrons lose 
a large proportion of their energy via thermal mechanisms.
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The mechanism of principal interest for scintillation detection of 
radiation is that of photo-generated charge carriers for photons in the 
visible region. Electrons in the valence band of the diode can be raised 
into the conduction band by absorption of a photon with energy greater 
than the bandgap. This mechanism operates with a conversion efficiency 
approaching 100%. The free carriers produced migrate by diffusion and or 
by the influence of an applied electric field until they reach the 
electrodes or recombine. The likelihood of recombination increases with
the level of impurities (other than the donor and acceptor dopants) and
crystal lattice defects. These produce energy levels within the forbidden 
gap band which can act as traps causing either recombination or delayed 
release of carriers.
3.2 THE DEPLETION REGION OF THE PIN PHOTODIODE
The depletion region has a much higher resistivity than the rest of the
diode and so the applied reverse bias appears almost entirely across it.
As the bias voltage is increased the depth of the depletion layer also 
increases as described by the formula given by KNOLL (1989):-
d =
2eV
eN 3A
where € = dielectric constant of silicon (€=€r*€o) (F m-i) 
V = applied reverse bias voltage (V). 
e = electronic charge (C).
N = dopant concentration in bulk silicon, 
d = depth of depletion region (m).
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As discussed in the preamplifier/detector model of chapter 2, detector 
capacitance is an iuportant factor in noise generation in the detecting 
system. Its value is given by:-
€ .A €. e .N
Cd — --- —   .A ... 3B
d 2V
where A = Detector area (m^ ).
Minimising the capacitance as much as possible minimises noise generated 
from this source and this could be achieved by increasing the bias voltage
applied. However, an increase in voltage also causes an increase in
leakage current until break-down occurs. So there is an optimum bias, a
compromise between these two factors.
3.3 PHQTQCQNDUGTIVE OPERATION OF PIN PHOTODIODES
The drift velocity of the charge carriers (electrons and holes) is
proportional to the electric field across the depletion region. The 
photodiode is usually operated with a sufficient reverse bias to ensure 
that the transit time of the carriers (from point of creation in the 
silicon lattice to electrodes) is kept to a minimum to avoid recombination 
and trapping. This mode of operation has advantages over photovoltaic 
(see figure 3C) operation for pulse height analysis because the collection 
of generated charge is both uniform and complete. The minority carriers 
(holes on the n-side and electrons on the p-side) are also attracted 
across the intrinsic layer. However, their concentration is relatively 
low so that the reverse bias current (leakage) is quite small.
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Fig.X - la.) Photovoltaic and (b) Photoconductive Operation
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3.4 QUANTUM EFFICIMCY OF THE PHOTODIODE
The quantum efficiency of a light detector can be defined as the fraction 
of photons falling on the sensitive area of the detector that give rise to 
measurable photoelectrons as an output signal. The limitation of
detecting low energy photons is determined by the band gap of silicon
(1.12eV) which corresponds to a wavelength of llOOnm (Infra-red). At the 
other end of the visible spectrum, blue/ultra-violet photons are strongly 
absorbed in the entrance layer and window material so that little light 
may penetrate to the depletion layer (see fig.3A). Many of the carriers 
generated near the surface in this way are lost by recombination. This is 
because there is no electric field in the surface region to promote charge 
collection. To help overcome some of these factors, the surface doped 
layer is made as thin as possible and an anti-reflective oxide coating is 
grown on the surface. The latter can in fact reduce the quantum
efficiency at certain wavelengths still further but in general overall 
performance improves. Photodiodes are available both with and without 
protective windows. The window material is typically a highly transparent 
optical epoxy resin although materials such as borosilicate and fused
silica (for inproved blue response) are also used. The quantum efficiency 
in the visible region is very high and well matched to the emission 
spectrum of CsI(Tl) (see figure 3D) and to a lesser degree BGO 
scintillators.
3.5 SELECTION OF PHOTODIODES
Table 3A gives characteristics taken from manufacturers data, and the 
calculated electronic noise using the equivalent noise charge model 
discussed in chapter 2. The main parameters for selection of diodes are:-
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Fig.3D - Quantum Efficiencies of S1790 Photodiode and Various PMTs Compare-With the Emission Snectrum of CsI^Tn
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DIODETYPE F.D.V(V) AREA(mm?) CAP.(PF) LEAKAGE Id (nA) P.W.L(nm) Q.E.@PEAK Q.E.@550nm CALCULATED ENC (e-RMS)
typ. nax. appr. appr. (Id (IdHamamatsu % % typ. ) max. )§ S1723 30 100 70 3 10 900 - 74 475 684S1790-01 '* " 3 10 950 80 74 475 684S179D-02 " " " 1 - - - — 395 -S3590-01 " " " 1 5 820 - 74 395 452S3590-03 70 " 50 2 10 960 - 74 388 653S2620 30 33.6 23 0.5 5 920 80 74 245 465S1223 20 6.8 13 - 10 920 - - - 858S1223-D1 20 13.7 25 - 20 920 - — - 816
MicronMSP-3 30 100 80 5 - 950 80 - 565 -¥ MSP-3new 30 80 2.5 — 930 80 74 482 -
TABLE 3A - Eho-todicde characteristics given bv manufacturers with calculated Noise Equivalent Charge (MO,
Leakage currents and capacitances are for full depletion voltage at 
room temperature (21®C). ENC calculated assuming a 3us shaping time 
of the main amplifier and using Ortec-125 preamplifier parameters.
F.D.V = Full Depletion Voltage.
P.W.L = Peak Wavelength.
Q.E.@ PEAK £ Quantum Efficency at Peak Wavelength 
(in the infra-red).
Q.E.@ 550nm = Quantum Efficiency of diode at wavelength 
of maximum emission from Csl(Tl).
§ - windowless version of S1790.
¥ - enhanced response version of the MSP-3.
indicates that this information was not contained in the manufacturers 
data sheets or literature.
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(a) large enough sensitive area to allow efficient optical 
coupling to chosen scintillators.
(b) low leakage current (dark current)
(c) low capacitance (when bias voltage applied)
(d) high quantum efficiency for wavelength of light produced 
by suitable scintillators (e.g 550nm for Csl(Tl))
To date, Hamamatsu and Micron are the only two manufacturers found (during 
this research project) producing diodes of a high enough quality and 
sufficiently low price for this application.
3.6 MEASÜEEKEHT_OF PHOTODIODE CHARACTERISTICS
Figures 3F shows the reverse bias characteristics of a range of Hamamatsu 
photodiodes and a Micron MSP-3 photodiode. A Keithley type 128 digital 
pioo-ammeter and a Keithley type 177 digital microvolt meter were used in 
the configurations shown in Figure 3E. For all the diodes, a forward bias 
turn on voltage of between 0.4 and 0.7 volts was obtained (typical of 
silicon diodes in the forward biased mode).
The leakage dark current of the 81790-02 at full depletion voltage (30V) 
where the depletion depth is approaching the maximum is approximately 
0.8nA. This conpares well with the manufacturers typical figure of InA
(see table 3A). The '-02' indicates that this is a selected low leakage 
device. The '-01' version of this series has similar specifications to
the S3590-01 (3nA typical). The S1790 series is no longer available from 
the manufacturer.
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P.S.U Diode
FORWARD BIAS: eliminates volt drop across ammeter when measuring 
voltage across diode (high current and low voltage measurement).
P.S.U Diode
REVERSE BIAS: eliminates current through voltmeter being measured 
by ammeter (low current and high voltage measurement).
Fig.3E - Forward and Reverse Bias Configurations for measuring Current / Voltage Characteristics of diodes
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For full depletion of the S1223-01 photodiode (20 volts), the leakage 
current was typically in the region of 0.6nA for an active sensitive area 
of just under 14imn2. If such a small area device can be usefully 
employed for scintillation detection (e.g by light piping techniques), the 
low leakage coupled with the low capacitance of the small area photodiode 
may prove useful as aftinexpensive detector (costing less than a twentieth 
of a large area photodiode).
The MSP-3 photodiode (Icm^  sensitive area and wafer thickness of 
228um) response shows that at low reverse bias voltages (below 12 
Volts) the leakage current is less than that of the Hamamatsu equivalent 
(33590-01 with a Icm^  sensitive area and wafer thickness of 200um) 
but at higher voltages the MSP-3 has a higher leakage current. This is 
probably mainly due to differing qualities and dimensions of the intrinsic 
silicon and doped regions produced by the two manufacturers.
The set of curves clearly demonstrates the relationship between active 
sensitive area and leakage current with the S1223-01 (IB.Vmm^ )
displaying the lowest leakage characteristics followed by the 52620
(33.6mm2) and then the large area diodes of lOOmm^  area. The S3590-03
is the odd one out due to its wafer thickness of SOOpm.
Fig.SG compares the characteristics S3590-01 to that of a damaged S1723
photodiode (a windowless version of the S1790) which had previously been
employed in an alpha detecting experiment. The sensitive surface shows
signs of contamination (a finger print and scratches) which are reflected
in the high leakage (or dark) current (215nA compared to 2nA for the 
'healthy' S3590-01 at the full depletion voltage of 30 volts). This is a
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rather extreme exanple of how damage to the surface of the diode can 
affect the leakage characteristics.
Several S1223-01 and S3590-Ü1 photodiodes were tested over an extended 
period (exceeding 1.5 years) throughout the research work and found to be 
consistently well within the manufacturers specified limits. Leakage 
currents were however less consistent than the capacitance characteristics 
(discussed below). This is mainly due to the sensitivity of this 
parameter to variations of any structural defects and low level
contamination between diodes of the same type during the manufacturing |
process. I
The reverse bias capacitance characteristics of the photodiodes were i
measured using the set-up shown in figure 3H. A Keithley 590 - Analyser 
was used to measure the charge stored on the diode junction capacitance 
for a supply bias voltage range of IV to 10ÜV. The analyser modulates the 
bias supply with a small magnitude lOOkHz pulse train and measures the 
capacitive effect of this modulation. The parasitic capacitance of 
cables, diode mounting jig and shielding box were subtracted from the 
results (3pF±lpF). Great effort was taken to minimise noise while 
measurements were made including using separate coaxial cables for the 
anode and cathode of the photodiode, and for earthing of the shielding 
box. Figure 31 shows the characteristics obtained. These agree closely 
with the manufacturers published specifications. The region where the 
curves 'flatten' out give an indication of the full depletion 
cs^acitance. As the reverse bias is increased the depletion region grows 
thicker and the capacitance produced by the separated charges decreases
27-
C, ( Shielded box
0 to ioov Q„) Keithley-590 Analyser
Flg.3H - Measurement of Diode Capacitance Using a 
Keithley-590 Analyser
1000
O - S3590-01 ► - S1790-02 0 - S2620 O -  S3590-03 + - S1223-01 X - MSP-3
100
"S— s
100101
Reverse Bias Voltage, Vb, V 
Fig.31 - Diode Capacitanae
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(described by eqn.3B) until the diode becomes fully depleted and the 
capacitance approaches a minimum value.
The capacitance value obtained for the S3590-01 at the full depletion 
voltage given by the manufacture (30V) is 74.IpF. This reduces still 
further at higher voltages (7Q.7pF at lOGV). Using equation 3B with e = 
106.2xl0-i2F.m-i (where € = * Go) to calculate the
corresponding depletion depths gives values of 143pm and 150pm which 
indicates that the depletion depth can occupy as much as 75% of the total 
wafer thickness (the majority of the remaining thickness of the wafer is 
taken up by the N-layer). Repeating for the MSP-3 photodiode (56.2pF at 
30V full depletion voltage) gives a depletion thickness of 189pm which 
is almost 83% of the total wafer thickness of 228pm. This implies that 
the N-layer thickness of the MSP-3 photodiode is less than that of the 
S3590-01 at full depletion voltage. A more detailed study of the S1790 
type large area diode was carried out by YAMAMOTO (1987).
Figure 3J shows a selection of the photodiodes discussed above. Also 
included in the figure is the relatively new S2506-02 photodiode which has 
not been investigated in this project work but may have some applications 
as a scintillation readout device. The diode is fully encapsulated in
resin, has an active area of 9mm® and costs approximately £2 each.
—29—
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C H A P I T E R  4
DIRECT DETECTION OF IONISING RADIATION iJSIM PHOTODIODES
Diodes have been used for several decades to directly detect ionising 
radiation. Experiments were carried out in this research period to 
provide initial experience of spectroscopic equipment available and the 
detection of pulses produced by photodiodes. The resolutions obtained 
were (and are) mainly limited by the electronic noise of the detector and 
readout electronics when operated at room temperature. Variations in the 
dead layer thickness over the sensitive area and in charge collection 
efficiency also adds to the total noise which swamps the statistical 
variations in the number of electron-hole pairs generated. The latter 
contribution is given by:-
o® = F.N = F.E  ...4B
W
where F = Fano Factor (determined by EBERHARDT (1970) to be 0.084 for Si)
W = 3.62 eV per electron hole pair generated in Si.
E = Energy absorbed from ionising event.
As is shown below the statistical contribution to the total noise is small 
both for alpha particle detection and gamma / X-ray detection.
4.1 ALPHA
MAYER and GOSSIC (1956) demonstrated that alpha particles detected in a 
germanium surface barrier diode gave charge pulses proportional in
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magnitude to the energy of the alpha particles. They obtained 
approximately 17.2% (1447keV) energy resolution for sispb (8.41 MeV 
alphas). In order to test the direct detection capabilities of modern 
photodiodes experiments were carried out using three types of windowless 
photodiodes as follows.
4.1.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Diagrams of the apparatus used for the alpha-particle detection
experiments are shown in figures 4A and 4B. Nuclear Instrument Modules 
(NIMs) were used in a rack system. A bias of 25 Volts was provided by a 
NIM stablised power supply. Evacuation of the chamber was achieved using 
a high quality rotary vacuum pump. A triple isotope alpha source 
containing Pu-239, Am-241 and Cm-244 was used to test the response of the 
S1723 (lOOmraS), S1223 (6.6mm2) and S1223-01 (13.7mm2) type
windowless photodiodes.
4.1.2 RESULTS FROM ALPHA SPECTROMETER
Alpha spectra for the triple alpha source are shown on the following 
pages. A shsping time of 2iis was found to give the best resolution for 
all of the photodiodes tested. The total energy resolution obtained for 
the Am-241 peak was 24.3keV for the S1223-01 type photodiode, 25.0keV FWHM 
for the S1223 and 24.5keV FWHM for a damaged S1723 (discussed in section 
3.4). Calculating the noise contribution due to statistical spread using 
equation 4B for the Am-241 (5.486MeV) peak, a value of 3.04keV was
obtained (o=357). This is only a small contribution to the total 
resolution. Note the small "ghost" peaks just resolved to the left of each 
main peak, shown most clearly in figure 4H. These are caused by energy 
loss in the thicker surface layer at the perimeter of the sensitive area
—32—
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Fig.4A - BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ALPHA SPECTROSCf
Fig.4B - ALPHA 
SPECTROSCOPY 
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of the diode which shifts pulses that would otherwise be contained in the 
three main peaks to lower channels. Reducing the air pressure in the 
vessel surrounding the alpha source and detector from atmospheric to a 
level approaching a total vacuum causes a reduction in the loss of energy 
of the alpha-particles arriving at the detector. This causes a shifting 
of the spectrum (figures 4C to 4H). Also, the resolution improves with 
the quality of the vacuum as the effects of the statistical variance of 
absorption (straggling) of the alpha particle energy in the air reduces. 
The S1223 type photodiodes are very inexpensive (less than four pounds 
each compared to the large area diodes costing in the region of sixty five 
pounds) but have the disadvantages inherent in such a small active area 
(i.e low absolute efficiency).
The appearance of the "ghost" peaks may be avoided by using a collimator 
to eliminate some of the edge effects described above although this may be 
difficult to implement in the case of the S1223 - having such a small 
sensitive area. BORANY et. al.(1983) reported a resolution of 13.5keV for 
the 5.486 MeV alpha peak of Am-241 using a detector (fabricated at Academy 
of Science of the (3DR using 275pm thick wafers) of approximately 
13mm^  active area. GOODA and GILBOY (1987) obtained a resolution of 
14.2keV for Am-241 alpha peak using a collimated S1790 type photodiode. 
The lOOmm  ^ active area was effectively reduced by approximately 35% by 
masking off of the perimeter of the sensitive area by approximately 1 
millimetre with a collimator.
4.2 DIRECT DETECTION OF GAMMA PHOTONS
Direct detection of gamma rays is usually carried out using germanium 
diodes since the higher atomic number (2 = 32 compared to 2 = 14 for
-34-
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silicon) provides a higher intrinsic fu11-energy peak efficiency for the 
same active detector volume. At low energies, however, silicon provides a 
useful efficiency. The direct detection technique also offers a very 
useful comparison, in absolute units of electronic charge, of the 
performance of preanplifiers and other electronic amplifier stages.
For direct detection, the conversion of a low energy gamma photon to 
charge carriers in a silicon photodiode is virtually 100% efficient so 
that to obtain the expected number of charge carriers for a given photon 
energy the latter is simply divided by the w-value of silicon (3.62eV per 
e-h pair):-
e.g for 241^ photons:- 59.537(keV) / 3.62(eV/e-h pair)
= 16450 e-h pairs
The position of peaks obtained by direct detection in the silicon can be 
used as absolute references to determine the number of charge carriers 
generated by various designs of scintillation detector (see chapter 6).
4.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The apparatus was the same as for the alpha particle detection experiments 
(see fig. 4A) except that the vacuum chamber was replaced with a modified 
plastic film canister containing a foil shield and a BNC plug. This 
provided shielding from ambient light and electrical interference (see 
figure 4K).
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4.2.2 EXFERIMEHIAL..BESULTS
A great deal of effort was ej^ended to minimise the noise from sources of 
electro-magnetic interference. Certain equipment in the laboratory were 
particularly problematic such as Amstrad PC compatible computers. Indeed, 
to obtain the best energy resolution the computers were either switched 
off or moved sev/eral metres away from the spectroscopic system.
However, for the majority of laboratory equipment, earthed foil screening 
was sufficient.
Table 4A shows the response of four photodiode detectors connected in turn 
to the Ortec-125 preamplifier and exposed to an Am-241 source. Typical 
spectra are shown in figures 4L to 4N. The resolution obtained from the 
S3590-01 type device for a range of spectroscopic amplifier shaping times 
from 0.25t-is to 12^ s is plotted in Figure 40. Note the minimum at 
between 3 and 4us which indicates the optimum setting of this 
parameter.
The spectrum for the S1223-01 (figure 4N) show the peaks at 59.54keV and 
26.35keV which are low energy gammas from Am-241. The partially resolved 
peaks at 17.75keV and 13.76keV are due to characteristic L X-rays from the 
Np-237 daughter product. The peak at approximately 7.8keV is probably 
also due to X-rays from fluorescence of the detector contacts. Figure 4P 
shows the linear response of the photodiode to photon energy. The linear 
correlation coefficient is better than 0.9999.
Direct detection measurements (using Am-241) of six of the S3590-Ü1 type 
photodiodes gave the same pulse magnitude (no detectable difference). The
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Fig.4K - GAMMA DETECTION APPARATUS INCLUDING PHOTODIODE DETECIDR 
MOUNTED IN LIGHT TIGHT CANISTER
PHOTODIODE
TYPE
LEAKAGE
CUR.(nA)
CAP.(pF) @ 25V
EXP. RES. 
e-h pairs
EXP. RES. 
Fano.F sub.
CALCULATEDRES.
S3590-01 1.08 75.4 435+35 433±35 404
S3590-03 1.80 69.9 455±36 453+36 432
51223-01 0.67 18.2 270+22 267+21 268
81790-02 1.65 76.6 483+34 482+34 437
TABLE 4A - Direct detection of Am-241 tfaimna photons (59.54keV) 
using various photodiodes and the Ortec-125 preamplifier (shaping 
time - 4us and bias voltage - 25V for all cases).
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Fig.40 - THE EFFECTS QF SHAPING TIME ON RESOLUTION OF Am-241 (SOkeV) USING A S3590-01
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same repeatability was obtained with a batch of ten of the S1223-01 type 
photodiodes.
At energies above lOOkeV, the absolute efficiency is very low, even with 
the large area photodiodes due to the increased penetration of the
photons. Figure 4Q shows how a thicker detecting wafer increases the
intrinsic efficiency; for the same readout time period, the SOOpm
wafer of the S3590-03 detector produces approximately 1.5 times as many 
pulses in the peak as the 200|jm S3590-01 detector (Vb=25V in both 
cases) for the same irradiation geometry.
The predicted ENC figures for the Ortec-125 preamplifier and detectors, 
using the equivalent circuit model discussed in section 2.3, are listed in
table 4A together with the leakage currents and ce^acitances, used in the
calculations, obtained in section 3.4 for the photodiodes. The
statistical broadening of the GOkeV peak has been calculated in the last 
column using Poissonian distribution and correcting with the Fano factor 
of 0.084 for Silicon (as determined by EBEBHARDT et.al.(1970)). The 
statistical effects clearly contribute only a very small part to the 
overall resolution. Normalising a puiser to the position of the 60keV 
peak (connected via the test input of the preamplifier) with the
photodiode still connected to the input of the preamplifier (source
removed) produced a puiser peak width corresponding closely to that of the 
gamma ray derived peak. It can be seen that the calculated values conpare 
well with the experimental results but slightly under estimate them in all 
cases.
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An attempt was made to use the MSP-3 (blue enhanced response) type 
photodiode for the same purpose. However, the device became faulty 
(developing a large leakage current over a short period of operation) and 
a resolution of 1232e~ ENC (9.8keV) was obtained. It is unclear why
this failure oooured. It is worth noting that GOODA (1988) found that
Micron Semiconductor photodiodes were less reliable than the Hamamatsu 
equivalents.
Additional direct detection eJ5>eriments (Am-241 photons) were carried out 
using the S3590-01 type photodiode in conjunction with a preamplifier 
manufactured by Hamamatsu (type H-4083). This device is supplied as a 
printed circuit board and is fabricated using surface mount components. 
External components can be connected to the device to modify the response 
such that waveform shaping can be achieved via a pole-zero canceller. 
However, as the default parameters for the preamplifier are already set 
for photodiode readout this facility was not used. A signal magnitude of 
54.9% of that obtained using the Ortec-125 was observed. The resolution 
obtained was 570 e-h pairs which is a great deal poorer than for the
Ortec-125. A noise equivalent charge of 550 e-h pairs, with a standard 
Hamamatsu photodiode (such as the S3590-01) connected, is quoted in the 
manufacturers literature.
A nominal gain of 22mV/MeV (in silcon) is also quoted by the 
manufacturer. From the exxperimental results the gain was found, in this 
case, to be around 16.8mV/MeV. The Ortec-125 preamplifier, used during 
the majority of the research period, was calculated to have a gain of
30.7mV/MeV.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF
A detailed description of the principles of operation of scintillation 
counters can be found in KNOLL (1989) and BIRKS (1964). What follows is a 
brief description based on these works.
5.1 SEECTRAL■MATCHING
There are several different types of commercially available solid
scintillator such as glass, plastic, and organic or inorganic crystals.
Photodiodes have a very high quantum efficiency in the red to green region 
of the visible light spectrum (see figure 3C of chapter 3), but this is 
poorly matched with the light emission spectrum of most of the commonly 
available sintillators which are generally optimised to match the blue 
response of PMT's. There are however some exceptions, CsI(Tl) and CdW04
which have peak emissions at 560nm and 540nm respectively (both are
inorganic crystals).
5.2 LIGHT OUTPUT
High light output from the scintillator is particularly important when the 
light detector is a unit gain device, such as the silicon PIN photodiode. 
The signal must be greater than the fluctuations in the leakage current of
the diode and the preamplifier noise to be distinguished. This is
particularly so for low energy radiation where the resultant light pulses 
are correspondingly small. In the case of PMT's the scintillation light
must compete with fluctuations in the dark current from the photo-cathode
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which is generally exceedingly small and signals consisting of even a few 
photo-electrons are detectable. '— —
Comparing the two scintillators above with the commonly used Nal(Tl),
CsI(Tl) gives 45% and CdW04 gives 18% of the light output for Sll
photomultipilier readout (BICHON). Publications of research in this field
show that with photodiode readout CsI(Tl) provides a light yield 
tocomparable^Nal(T1).
5.3 DECAY,...CON,SIANI
The shape of the light pulse emitted from the scintillator can be
approximated to that of an exponential rising function as the excited
states of the luminescent centres are populated and one or more decaying 
exponentials representing the emission of light photons as the centres 
de-excite. The decay period of the scintillation pulse is generally 
substantially longer than the rise time. The decay period for CsI(Tl) is
900ns (rise time is 40ns), and for CdWO^ the period is 5000ns. The very
long decay time of CdWO^ indicates that a long shaping time of the 
shaping anplifier would be required to integrate the whole pulse (the 
order of 10 to 20ps).
5.4 OTHER. SCINTILLATOR CHARACTERISTICS
The high light output and the long wave length emission spectrum of 
CsI(Tl) (as discussed above) are the closest match to the requirements of 
photodiode readout. CsI(Tl) also has a relatively high density (4.51 
g/cmS) compared to many of the commonly available scintillators (e.g
Nal(Tl) density is 3.67 g/cm^ ). This parameter has a bearing on the
scintillators' response to the higher energy (and therefore more
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penetrating) gamma rays as higher density gives greater detection 
efficiency for a given volume. If PMT's are to be used, CsI(Tl) can be 
used with its blue biased spectrum.
CsI(Tl) can be easily machined and polishing can be achieved using a wet 
cloth on a flat surface. It is only slightly hygroscopic (unlike Nal(Tl)) 
and so does not need dry handling facitilties or special encapsulation.
I
The temperature dependence of light yield is 0.3% per °C at 20^0 i
flattening off between 30 - 40^ (see figure 5A).
Different samples (batches/suppliers) of CsI(Tl) show differences in 
afterglow response. GRASSMAN et al. (1984) noted that one sanple on 
exposure to normal day-light showed such strong afterglow that it could 
not be used for further measurements. 'Good' crystals have been found to 
give an afterglow of less than 5% of total light yield. The dopant 
concentration for good scintillation performance should be between
2x10-2 suid 2x10“  ^ (mol%). Such crystals can be obtained from B.D.H
Ltd (owned by Merck Chemicals), N.E technology. Quartz et Silice, and 
Bicron Corporation. A prepared crystal (cut and polished) can cost as 
much as £120 for a 1 inch cubic crystal. However, unprepared large 
crystals, which can be readily cut up, bring the cost of a Icm^  crystal 
down to a few pounds.
5.5 SCINTILLATION IN INORGANIC CRYSTALS
The description given here of the scintillation mechanism relates to 
inorganic crystals (of which CsI(Tl) is an example). A more comprehensive 
description of most scintillator types can be obtained in BIRKS (1964).
The mechanism is dependent on the energy states of the crystal lattice.
Figure 5B shows the energy band stucture of an activated crystalline
-48-
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scintillator. Energy states are introduced in the forbidden region by the 
addition of impurities called activators and are also naturally present 
due to lattice defects. In the case ofcaesium iodide the activator is 
almost always thallium as this produces the greatest light yield. Without 
an activator the light induced in the crystal will be of short wavelength, 
too high an energy to lie in the visible range, and will be strongly 
reabsorbed by the crystal lattice.
The location of the forbidden band energy states are known as activation 
centres of which there are three main types:-
(a) luminescent recombination centres - in which transitions to the 
ground state (valence band) result in the emission of light photons.
(b) Quenching centres - in which energy is lost to thermal vibration of 
the lattice.
(c) Trapping centres - from which trapped electrons mav eventually 
return to the conduction band via thermal exitation followed by 
luminescent or quenching transitions to the ground state.
Following excitation, scintillation light is emitted when electrons and 
holes recombine within a luminescent centre. This excitation can be 
caused by release of electrons and holes due to incoming ionising 
radiation, or by short wavelength light (indeed - the scintillator 
material will glow with its characteristic emission when stimulated by a 
U.V lamp (see figure 5C>) and some excitation can occur due to thermal 
energy. Excitation can also occur by the capture of an exciton (a bound
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Fifi.SC - CsKTlI CRYSTALS STIMULATED BY U.V GIVING OFF A SATURATED GREEN LIGHT
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electron-hole-pair which is free to move about the crystal lattice) which 
had been produced previously by absorption of energy.
The model developed by SEITZ (1938) (also to be found in BIRKS (1964) book
aotl prsücifcù-e.- The Theory A of Scintillation Counting) describing the conditions for 
luminescence emission of an activation centre are briefly outlined below. 
The potential energies of the ground and excited states of the centre are 
plotted against a configuration coordinate (x) of the centre. Figure 5D 
shows the potential energy diagram produced. The curve "a - a'"
represents the ground state and the curve "b - b'” that of the excited 
state. The minima "A" and "B" show the positions of the stable energy 
levels for both states. Thermal vibrations (room temperature) cause 
displacements from the minima of average energyx,kT. Excitation of the 
centre causes ^ 'an electron to move along the line "A - C". However, the 
position "C" is not at the minimum for this state so the electron rapidly 
drops to "B" with the excess energy being lost thermally. The electron 
will eventually drop down along line "B - D" (with a delay dependent on 
the probability of this transition) emitting a photon in the process. 
Further thermal loss reduces the energy of the electron to the minimum of 
the ground state at "A". If an electron reaches the level at "E" in the 
excited state, a thermal transition to "F" can occur (thermal quenching) 
so that the electron does not emit a photon in the visible light range and 
does not take part in the luminescent process. The thermal distribution 
within the occupied states in the two minima regions "A" and "B" result in 
the spread of the absorption and emission spectra (shown in figure 5E) 
which accounts for the wide emission spectra (e.g the CsI(Tl) spectrum 
shown in section 3 figure 3C).
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wX CONFIGURATION CO-ORDINATE
Fig.50 - EQIENTIAL EHEBGY-DIAGRAM OF LUMINESCENCE CENTRE OR MOLECULE.
aAa', ground state^^C. absorption transition. BO. luminescence emissiontransition. FFi. region of internal quenching ŒIRKS C1964)').
ABSORPTION
EMISSION
Fig.SE - ABSORBTION AND LUMINESCENCE EMISSION TRANSITIONS SHOWING THE 
ORIGIN. THE OVERLAP OF THE ABSORPTION AND EMISSION SPECTRA (BIRKS (19M)).
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5.6 TRANSMISSION OF LIGHT FROM SCINTILLATOR TO PHOTODIODE 
The amount of light that escapes from the scintillator is greatly 
dependent on the treatment of the surfaces. Also, it has been found that 
scintillators of similar lengths in all three dimensions give higher light
outputs when a diffuse reflector (e.g white powders such as MgO or
AL2O3) is used (KEIL (1970)). Reflector types are discussed in more
detail in chapter 6, section 6.1.
The efficiency of transmission of light from the scintillator to the 
photodiode is greatly affected by the optical properties of the material 
between them. The degree of transparency is a very important parameter in 
addition to the various refractive indices which have a direct bearing on
internal reflection. The use of optical coupling grease or optical resin
provides an efficient transmission milium.
A simplified theory of light collection by a photodetector from a
scintillator can be found in FAN (1969). The following is based on this
paper.
FAN ignored the photon absorption by the scintillator crystal lattice. No
detailed information has been traced during the research period of self 
absorption of CsI(Tl) for the photons of interest. This effect is 
neglected in the following discussion. The probability that a photon 
(without reflection) is absorbed by the photodetector is given by;~
Ppd oc Aed. or Ppd = R.Acd
Asc Asc
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where Apd = photosensitive area of photodetector 
Asc = total surface area of scintillator
K = the fraction of photons inpinging on Apd that are
transported to the photodiode surface ((K = R1 + K2 + K3)
below)
R1 = Fraction of light impinging on &d which is transmitted 
from the scintillator to the bonding medium - given by:-
R1 = 4 . n . (1 - cos 0) 
(n + 1)2
where ....
n = Rios and 0 = sin-i
Rlob
and Rlob = Refractive index of the optical bonding compound.
Rios = Refractive index of the CsI(Tl) scintillator.
R2 = Fraction of light transmitted from bonding medium to the
photodiode resin window.
R3 = Fraction of light transmitted from the resin window to the 
silicon of the photodiode.
Fan shows that R2 and R3 both = 1 for most bonding media (refractive 
indices of the materials used during this work are all in the region of 
1.5).
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The probability that a photon is reflected once is given by:
Prl oc Asc — Assd. or 1 - Acd
Asc Asc
If the reflectivity of the reflector coating around the scintillator is 
'r' then :-
Pjfi = r.(l — Apd/Asc)
The probability that a photon is absorbed by the photodetector after one 
reflection is given by:-
Pdi ~ r.(l — Apd/Asc)  ^ K .Apd/Asc
The probability that a photon is reflected a second time is given by:-
Pv Z  - r.(1 — Apd/Asc) ^ r.(1 - Apd/Asc)
— r2(1 — Apd/Asc)2
The probability that after the second reflection the photon is absorbed by 
the photodetector is given by:-
Pd2 = r2 (l -  Apd/Aac)2 . K.Apd/Asc
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This can be repeated to build up the series describing the total 
probability of absorption
Pdt — K./^ ad + r. 1-Apd .K.Apd + rt 1-Apd • K, Apd + . .etc
Asc Asc Aüsc Asc Asc
or = K.Apd. 
Asc
1 + /r 1-Apd + r 'i-W \+ r 1-Apd'
AscI k Asc. t i k Asck I
+ ..etc
This form of the binomial series (1 + X + + X® + ... etc) for
X<1 can be reduced to:-
Pdt - K.Apd.
Asc 1 — r(1~K.Apd/Asc)
The average quantum efficiency of the photodetector -Qav- at the 
wavelength of interest (550nm for CsI(Tl)) is 74.0% (see section 3.2). So 
the conversion efficiency (total fraction of photons converted to 
electron-hole-pairs) is given by:-
Ec — Pdt . Qav
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Figure 5F gives a worked exanple of the above calculations using typical 
values of the parameters involved. This mathematical model of the light 
collection is used to generate the calculated curves of conversion 
efficiency -versus- the (K.Apd/Aac) for several types of commercially 
available reflectors found to be suitable for use with CsI(Tl) 
scintillators (see section 5.7). The curves illustrate the large gains in 
output which can be obtained for quite small improvements in reflectivity.
5.7 REFLECTIVE MATERIALS.
There are five main optical reflectors generally available:-
(a) magnesium oxide powder (MgO)
(b) aluminium oxide powder (ALsOa)
(c) teflon tape
(d) reflector paint (e.g NE-560)
(e) polished specular metallic (e.g aluminium foil)
FAN (1964) showed that the effective reflectivity of the powders was 98% 
conpared to the specular materials (typically 92%) or the reflective paint 
(94%). This degree of difference can be very important in the overall 
detector sensitivity due to most of the photons generated in the crystal 
having undergone multiple reflections before reaching the diode window. 
Figure 5F shows the curves of light collection efficency -versus- 
K.Apd/Asc for several reflector materials based on the mathematical 
model outlined in section 5.6. Although the powders would seem to be 
among the best choice for the application, the handling and containment 
problems and the additional volume of the overall detector make the other 
reflectors potentially useful alternatives worth consideration. The
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Fig.SF - THEORETICAL LIGHT CONVERSION EFFICIENCY OF SCINTILLATOR/PHOTODIODE FOR VARIOUS REFLECTIVE MEDIUM
A -  r = 0.992 Kodak 6080 reflective paint
X - r = 0.982 MgO (fresh)
+ - r = 0.98 MgO (approx. 6 to 12 months aging)
^ - r = 0.96 -V -  r = 0.94 NE-560 reflective paint
Q - r = 0.92 Specular reflector (e.g Al foil)
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effects of various geometries of detector can also be predicted by use of 
such light collection models.
A reflector designed for Optical Integrating Spheres (GRUM/LUCKEY(1968)) by 
Kodak (KDDAK(1989)) has been used to coat scintillators as part of this 
research work and has been found to yield promising results (see chapter 6 
section 6.4). The curve of light collection efficiency for this 
reflector has also been included in figure 5G.
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C H A P T E R  e 
SCINTILLATION DETECTION ..USING..EHQI.QDXQDES
A detailed review of the performance of various scintillators coupled to 
PMT's and photodiodes is given by SAKAI(1987).
The construction of several different forms of photodiode-scintillator 
detectors are described with analysis of the performance of each type in 
terms of signal magnitude and resolution.
8.1 DETECTOR CONSTRUCTION
All surfaces, bar one, of the crystals used in the following were 
roughened using medium grain emery paper to produce a 'frosted' 
appearance. This minimises total internal reflection which can cause 
light "trapping" and it also provides a suitable surface for the 
reflectors to make intimate contact with the scintillator. Figure 6A 
shows examples of the materials used to construct the detectors.
6.1.1 OPTICAL. COUPLINGJlBEA6E_jm.mFmSE_.BEFLECT0PL..12xlQxl[!mg_.^C^
A silicon grease coupled detector with diffuse reflector was assembled by 
the following method :-
(a) A cylindrical polythene sample vial 22mm in diameter was cut down to 
6mm in length and filled with MgO powder. A 2x10x10 mm® crystal 
was pressed into the powder with the polished exit window surface 
facing outward. The polished surface was cleaned of loose powder 
and a drop of silicone grease placed in the middle of the face. A
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sheet of cling film (thin transparent plastic sheeting) was
carefully placed on the crystal face and the grease smoothed out 
between the face and the film. Care was taken not to contaminate 
the grease with powder and any trapped air bubbles were removed. 
The film was wrapped around the vial and drawn together and twisted 
forming a 'neck'. A small elastic band was wrapped several times
around the neck holding the film in place.
(b) A drop of silicone grease was plac^ on the exterior surface of the 
plastic film covering the polished surface and the photodiode gently 
moved over the area spreading the grease evenly between. Care was
taken to align the photodiode over the polished face of the crystal
to maximise light transmission.
(c) Thin strips of masking tape were carefully placed over the back of
the diode and stuck to the crystal/vial assembly thereby holding the 
detector components firmly together.
Figure 6B shows the unmounted crystal assembly with the polished surface
covered by the plastic film. Note - during the experimental period
ordinary silicone vacuum grease was also used as a coupling medium and 
found to perform as well as the optical coupling compound.
6.1.2 OPTICAL COUPLING GREASE AND-DIEEUSE EEELECTQR (25xlQxlQmmg,.,.AND
.IQxlQxlQmm  ^CRYSTALS)
Silicons grease coupled detectors with diffuse reflector were assembled by 
the following method :-
(a) A square hole (10 x 10 mm) was cut in the bottom of a 25mm diameter 
polythene sample vial. The crystal was pushed through the hole in
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Fig.GA - Materials Used for Detector Manufactura» fnlnmherR' -hape (teflon) 
optical resin, reflective paint, optical coupling grease)
Fig.SB - 2xl0xl0miD Crystal with MgQ Powder Reflector Wrapped in Plastic Film
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the vial from inside so that the polished surface was flush with the 
vials' bottom surface. The sample vial was progressively filled 
with MgO powder and tapped against the edge of the bench settling 
the powder around the crystal. The flat end face of a pen was used 
to compress the powder and the vial topped up until a conical pile 
came above the lip. The polythene lid was then carefully placed on 
to the vial and pressed down firmly causing the powder to compress 
tightly around the crystal.
(b) A drop of silicone grease was placed in the centre of the polished
surface and the photodiode gently moved over the surface spreading
the grease evenly between. Care was taken to align the photodiode 
over the polished face of the crystal thereby maximising light 
transmission.
(c) Thin strips of masking t^e were carefully placed over the back of
the photodiode between the leads and stuck down to the vial walls.
6.1.3 OPTICAL COWLING GREASE AND TEFLON Ti^ JE-E£ELEGTQE.-(aQxIQxI Qmm^
AND 25xl0xlQmm® CRYSTALS)
Silicon grease coupled detectors with teflon tape reflectors were
assembled by the following method :-
(a) All surfaces, except the polished face, were carefully wrapped in
teflon tape making sure that the tape always lay flat. Ten 
thicknesses of tape were built up over the crystal so that when 
viewed through the polished uncovered face there was no observable 
light penetrating the covered surfaces. The teflon reflector was 
then covered in one layer of aluminium foil (which was subsequently
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earthed to the negative lead of the photodiode) and black insulation ts^ e.
(b) A drop of silicone grease was placed in the centre of the polished 
surface and the photodiode gently moved over the surface spreading 
the grease evenly between. Care was taken to align the photodiode 
over the polished face of the cr^ ^tal to maximise light 
transmission.
(c) Thin strips of masking tape were carefully placed over the back of
the photodiode between the leads and stuck down to the outer 
insulation tape layer of the crystal assembly.
Figure 6C shows the 25xl0xl0mm crystal detector fully assembled. Note the 
wire connecting the foil layer (covered by insulation te^ e) to the
photodiode anode lead.
6.1.4 RESIN BONDED DETECTOR ANDJ)IEEnSE_EEFLECTCR
A resin bonded detector with diffuse reflector was assembled by the 
following method :-
(a) Bonding of a Hamamatsu S3590-01 photodiode to a 1cm® CsI(TI)
crystal was achieved using a two component optical resin compound
type NE 581 consisting of a resin and a hardener in equal 
proportions. Care was taken to align the crystal over the sensitive 
area of the photodiode window thereby maximising light 
transmission. The whole assembly was placed in a vacuum chamber (to 
remove air bubbles) and left to set hard overnight.
(b) A polythene sample vial 25 (mm) in diameter was cut down to a length
of 15 (mm). Two small holes were drilled into the base of the vial
at positions such that the photodiode leads would pass through
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with the photcdiode-scintillator assembly in an axial position (see 
fig.SD). A drop of silicone rubber was used to secure the underside 
of the diode to the bottom of the vial.
(c) The sample vial was progressively filled with MgO powder and tapped 
against the edge of the bench settling the powder. The flat end 
face of a pen was used to compress the powder and the vial topped up 
until a conical pile came above the lip. The polythene lid was then 
carefully placed on to the vial and pressed down firmly causing the
powder to compress tightly around the crystal.
Figure 6D shows the detector assembly prior to the MgO powder being loaded 
into the vial.
Each of the eissemblies described above were successively installed into a 
plastic photographic film canister fitted with a foil shield covering the
entire inside surfaces and a BNC plug type connector fitted in the lid. 
Black insulation tape was wrapped around the lid seal to protect the 
detector assembly from ambient light. This completed assembly was 
connected directly to the preamplifier input socket (see fig.BE).
Accurate calibration of the detectors was achieved by placing the low
energy gamma source (to be used as the reference) to the side of the
detector such that a small proportion of photons would be directly
detected by the diode. The magnitude of scintillation pulse height for 
each configuration of detector could then be deduced in terms of the
number of electron-hole pairs forming the diode signal.
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Fig.ec - Completed Detector_(25xlQxlQnim Crystal and Teflon Tape Reflector^
Ù :
*2^ '
Fig.6D - Resin Bonded Detector Prior to MgQ reflector Being Loaded
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#Fig.GE - Detector Installed in Film Canister Unit and Connected into
Testing Rig
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6,2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The results of the tests on the detector types described above are 
summarised and compared with results obtained in the following sections of 
this chapter and with work published by GOODA (1988) - table BA. It was 
found that the best shaping time for use with the scintillation detectors 
was a compromise between obtaining the maximum energy resolution whilst 
keeping the dead time to a minimum. A shaping time of 3 to 4us was 
found to be a good compromise. Above 4us and the improvement in 
resolution flattens out. Unlike direct detection, there is no optimum
setting for the best possible resolution. This setting of shaping time 
was used by GOODA and has been widely chosen by users of this type of 
detector.
6.2.1 RESULTS USING LARGE AREA....CIQXlClmm?J....£HQTQDIQDES
Initial experiments were carried out using a 81790-02 photodiode and a 
2x10x10 (mm) crystal as these items were immediately available for use. A 
diffuse reflector detector (constructed from these items and described in 
section 6.1.1) was used to carry out a set of experiments using a wide 
range of gamma sources. This provided a check of the linearity of this 
type of detector and the readout electronics. The resulting spectra are 
shown in figures 6F to 6K. A graph of the MCA channe 1-number against 
gamma photon energy is shown in figure 6M. This clearly demonstrates a 
good linear relationship between the two parameters with a correlation 
coefficient of better than 0.9999.
The lid of a plastic vial which had recently been irradiated in the 
University of London reactor had a sufficent content of sodium that a weak 
Na-24 source was effectively generated. A detector using a 25x10x10(mm)
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DIODE
TYPE
CRYSTAL
SIZE(mm)
REFLECTOR
MATERIAL
BONDING
MATERIAL
PULSE HEIGHT 
(662 keV in CsI(Tl)) RES.(fwhm)
S1790-01 25x10x10 Al. foil Sil.grease ¥ 8900 e- 16 %
" MgO powder ¥ 20700 " 7.9%
" • Teflon tape ¥ 18400 " 8.0%
S1790-Ü2 " " 16050 " 11.0%
S3590-01 " " 17800 " 10.2%
10x10x10 • 16700 " 9.7%
MgO powder 17800 " 10.8%
" Resin 21300 " 8.3%
9x10x10 Kodak-6080 " 20600 " 8.5%
2x10x10 MgO powder Sil.Grease 24950 7.7%
S1223-01 9x9x7.5 MgO powder Resin 14300 " 10.3%
Kodak-6080 12550 " . 10.3%
TABLE 6A - Performance of various diode / scintillator formats 
■^■-..iSQQDA (.19.88)
N.B. Ortec-125 type preamplifier, shaping time of 3ms and photodiode bias voltage of 25V (nominal).
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scintillator, S1790-02 photodiode and a MgO powder reflector (described in 
section 6.1.2) was used to record gamma-rays from the Na-24 source 
producing the pulse height spectrum shown in figure 6L. This isotope 
provides gamma photons of 2754keV, substantially greater than the highest 
energy photons emitted by isotopes used in the standard laboratory sources 
(the half life of this isotope of sodium is only 15.0 hours). Figure 6N
shows the graph of the MCA channe 1-number against gamma photon energy and
demonstrates good linearity with a correlation coefficient of better than 
0.9998. These small scintillation detectors provide an output signal 
which is linear over the range of lOOkeV to 3MeV and probably greater.
The applied bias voltage, connected to the latter detector, was stepped 
from IV upto 50V and the resolution monitored at each step. It was found 
that the resolution was little affected by the bias voltage above 1ÜV.
6.2.2 FEATURES OF THE SCINTILLATION SPECTRA
The spectra obtained for the range of detectors described above are 
typical of small alkali halide scintillator detectors. The common 
features are the full energy peaks, Compton edges and Compton continuum. 
These features are in some cases almost lost in the continuum especially 
if they occur towards the lower energy end of the spectrum (where 
electronic noise, Compton scattered gamma rays within the detector and
scattered gammas / X-rays entering from outside the detector combine to
swamp the spectrum). The Na-24 spectrum features single and double escape 
peaks where either one or both of the annihilation photons, resulting from 
the positrons produced in pair production, have escaped from the detector 
without interaction. The Na-22 spectrum exhibits a positron annihilation 
peak at 511keV. An annihilation peak also appears in the Na-24 spectrum.
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However, Na-24 does not emit SllkeV photons (does not undergo beta-plus 
decay). The probable cause is via pair production in materials in the 
proximity of the detector.
S350Or.Q.l.PHQTQDIQDE 
The detector described in section 6.1.4 was exposed to a Cs-137 source to 
produce the spectrum shown in figure 6P. Particular attention was paid to 
reduce noise being picked up from other equipment in the laboratory. This 
included collecting spectra at times during which activity in the local 
area was at a minimum. The full energy peak resolution obtained was 8.3% 
with a signal magnitude of 21,300 e-h pairs. These results are very 
comparable with GOODA (1988) who obtained a resolution of 7.9% and a
signal magnitude of 20,700 e-h pairs for a similar detector arrangement
(see table 6A).
6.2.4 RESULTS. OBTAINED USING .A..2X10X10.jm ?_8GINTIlJ.ATQ]BLQE^^
COUPLED TO A 83590-01 DIODE USING OPTICAL GREASE 
Figure 6Q shows the spectral response of a 2x10x10 mm® scintillator
detector to a Cs-137 source. This detector produced the highest 
resolution (7.7%) and the largest signal magnitude (24,950 e-h pairs). 
However, due to the flat thin shape of the scintillator, the intrinsic
efficiency of the detector is relatively low particularly for the higher 
energy gammas. The increased signal to noise ratio is due to the increase 
in the Apu/Asc ratio (see section 5.6).
NOTE:- It was noted over a period of several weeks that the optical 
grease used appears to 'dry out'. A slight reduction in optical
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transmission occurs as a result (approximately the order of 6% loss). 
This reduction 'flattens out' to produce a stable optical set-up so long 
as the diode/crystal junction remains undisturbed.
6.3 NE-580 PAINT REFLECTOR
A detector using NE-560 paint as the reflector medium gave poor results. 
Although CsI(Tl) is a great deal less hygroscopic than Nal(Tl) it is
sufficiently so to cause yellowing of the surface when a water based paint 
is applied. Further work using a non-aqueous based paint was carried out 
following these findings (see below).
6.4 KODAK-6080 WHITE REFLECTANCE PAINT
Kodaks solvent based reflecting paint uses barium sulphate as the
reflecting medium instead of magnesium oxide powder. Published figures
promise a stable reflectance of 99.1% at 550nm (KODAK (1989)) which is
markedly better than MgO powder (98.3 fresh reducing to around 98% after
aging six months). This reflector was applied to a resin bonded detector
with scintillator dimensions of Icrn^ . Eight sucessive layers were built
up to form a thick reflecting coat around the scintillator of about 1 to
1.5mm total thickness. Each layer was allowed to dry until the surface no
longer glinted in light before the following coat was applied. Kodak
indicate in their application notes that over-drying between coats can
cause blistering as successive layers are applied. A slight yellowing was
observed as the initial few coats were applied. It was also noted that
the outer coat, when completely dried, turned grey in places especially
along the edges and corners of the crystal. Teflon tape were wrapped
around the reflector coatings to build up approximately five layers, 
wasFinally, this covered in aluminium foil and black insulation tape.
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6.4.1 RESULTS USING KQDAK-608Q REFLECTOR
The light ouput of the 6080 coated device was 96.7% of that obtained using 
the MgO covered equivalent (20,600 e~-h pairs conpared to 21,300 for 
662keV photons - see table 6A). The resolution was almost identical at 
8.5% compared to 8.3% for the MgO. Although a useful response, comparable 
with that of the MgO reflector, was obtained (see figures 6R to 6T) it 
does not match that promised by the manufacturers literature. Using the 
mathematical model described in section 5.6 together with the published 
reflectance given by Kcdak the expected signal magnitude is predicted as 
being 112% of that obtained using MgO powder. Further investigation is 
required to maximise the reflective quality. It is probable that some 
interaction between the reflector solution and the CsI(Tl) crystal is 
causing a reduction in the reflectance. The 6080 coating is a far more 
convenient reflector with respect to production and overall size of the 
detector than can be obtained using MgO powder.
6.5 DETECTORS CONSTRUCTED USING THE 51223-01 TYPE PHOTODIODE 
(3.7x3.7mmg SENSITIVE-ABEA.)
The 61223-01 photodiode is considerably cheaper than the lOxlOmm^  
photodiode such as the 63590-01 (less than £4 compared to around £65 
respectively). If a sufficently high percentage of the light generated
within the crystal can be coupled to the relatively small window 
(3.7x3.7ram2) then it would be possible to make a practical inexpensive 
scintillation detector.
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Fig.6R - RESPONSE_0F A 10mm x IQmm x IQmm SCINTILLATOR ORTRCIDR 
£S.359Q-Q1 DIODE. KDDAK-80B0 REFLECTOR AND OPTICAL RESIN:) TO Cs-137
60ke>/ ptik
Fig.es - RESPONSE QF A 10mm x IQmm xJLQmm SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR 
(S3590-01 DIODE. KODAK-6080 REFLECTOR AND.OPTICAL RESIN) TO Am-241
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Fig.GT - RESPONSE OF A lOom x 10mm x 10mm SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR 
fS3590-01 DIODE. KODAK-6080 REFLECTOR AND OPTICAL RESIND TO Co-60
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6.5.1 COATING UNPROTECTED_gHQTQDIQDES
The S1223-01 photodiode is packaged in a windowed TQ5 type standard case. 
However, Hamamatsu will supply the device with the case un-welded so that 
the windowed cover can be removed. This reveals the unprotected silicon 
diode which is bonded to the part of the case which also incorporates the 
connection leads.
HAMAMATSU (1987) reported that 'several customers found that leakage 
currents began to increase during operation' after the customers 
themselves had applied epoxy resin to unprotected diodes. Contamination 
of the surface has been found to severely iitpair diode response with a 
marked increase in leakage (dark) current. It has been revealed by 
Hamamatsu that they use a resin made by Kodak (type HE-80) to form the 
windows of their diodes. However, it has so far proved impossible to 
locate a branch of Kodak that can identify this product.
Experiments were carried out using Slygard-184 optically transparent 
elastomer and NE-581 (new formula) optical resin. After coating (one 
off coated with the Slygard elastomer and a set of three diodes coated 
with the NE resin) the leakage currents approximately doubled (after a 24 
hour curing period). However, measurements taken approximately one week 
after the coating process gave results which corresponded with untreated 
photodiodes of the same type, i.e a 'recovery' had occured. Direct 
detection experiments also confirmed that no major degeneration of 
electronic characteristics had occured as a result of the coating 
process. These diodes were again tested for leakage after a period of
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seven months and yielded similar results. The Slygard elastomer set to a 
rubbery solid which was not suitable for this application (not strong or 
rigid enough). However, this material may have applications for 
semi-permanent bonding of crystals to the larger area photodiodes. The
results using the NE-581 resin were very encouraging prompting the
experiments described below.
6.5.2 SHAPING OF SCINTILLATORS FOR BONDING TO.S1223-01_EHQTODIODES
After some trials with various shapes of crystal (simple cubic and cubic 
with one face bevelled) two crystals of CsI(Tl) 9x9x7.Smm  ^were shaped 
using needle files as shown in figure 6W. This shape enabled a closer 
matching of the relatively small sensitive area of the Hamamatsu 81223-01 
photodiode to that of the polished surface of the crystal. The format 
also enabled a far more complete coverage of the unbonded surfaces with 
the reflective medium. The moulding jig shown in figures 6U and 6V was 
used to form flat windows on a set of three 81223 type photodiodes. It
was found, by trial and error, that the best results were obtained by
turning the jig so that the photodiode was face down such that gravity 
pulled the resin onto the glass slide to form a flat surface to the 
window. The jig was also used as an aid to bond the shsped scintillator 
crystals to the photodiodes (figure BY shows the crystals bonded to two of 
the prepared photodiodes). Experiments were carried out using both MgO 
powder and Kodak-6080 paint reflectors.
6.5.3 RESULTS.FROM.81223-G1_.BEAD0UT. SCINTILLATION...DETE.CTQB
(a) MgQ powder reflector:- A resolution of 10.3% was obtained for the 
Cs-137 photon peak of 662keV (figure 62). The light transmitted to the
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Fig.eu - THE MOUIDINQ JIG FOR HOLDING S1223 TYPE PHOTODIODES
Glass Slide
Photodiode Resin Window
Fig.SV - USING THE MOULDING JIG TO FORM A WINDOW ON A S12R3 TYPE PHOTODIODE
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'MINIATURE: R USING THE 51223-01 TYPE PHOTODIODE
Fig.ew - Scintillator shaped using needle files so that a close 
match of crystal to diode sensitive area could be achieved
CRYSTAL
NOT TO SCALE
SLIGHT RAKENE-581
DIODE - 31223-01
Fig.ex - The shape of the crystal allows the reflector material 
to penetrate all areas other than the bonded surfaces thercbY 
maximising the light. transfer
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Fig.6Y - -MINIATURE- DETECTOR BEFORE AND AFTER COATING WITH KODAK - 6080 REFLECTIVE PAINT
IU5
Fig.62 - RESPONSE OF THE 'MINIATURE' 9mm x 9mm x 7.5mm
SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR (S1223-01 DIODE. MgQ POWDER REFLECTOR AND 
OPTICAL RESIN COUPLED^ TO Cs-137
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diode from the crystal is 67.1% (14,300 e^-h pairs - see table 6A) of
that of the similar detector constructed using the large sensitive area 
photodiode.
(b)_Kodak-6G8G reflector:- The light transmitted to the diode from the 
crystal was 60.1% (12550 e~-h pairs) of that of the detector constructed 
using the same type of reflector and a large sensitive area photodiode.
The percentage reduction in charge carriers for the two types of reflector 
are similar. This reduction is due to the increase in the average number 
of reflections that the photons undergo before reaching the photodiode 
with the associated losses Cm the reflector material and absorption ta the 
crystal lattice itself. The quality of the reflector becomes a far more
critical factor in the application of the smaller area photodiodes for
scintillation readout.
Using the light collection model discussed in sections 5.6 and 5.7 the 
fraction of light photons produced in the scintillator that are converted 
into electron hole pairs can be calculated for S1223-01 and S359G-01 
coupled detectors. The figures obtained were 30.9% and 62.9% respectively 
for MgO powder and NE-581 resin bonding, i.e the 61223-01 readout would be 
expected to be only 49.1% of that of the 63590-01. The discrepancy
between the calculated figures and those obtained by experiment (discussed 
in (a) above) suggest that the light transmission to the photodiode is 
better than predicted by the model. It is unclear why this has occured. 
The shaping of the crystal is such that the reflector coverage is more 
complete on the 61223-01 coupled detector whereas with the windowed 
63590-01, light may escape through the edges of the resin window.
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6.6 INVESIGATIQN INTO UNACTIVATED. ZINQ„SULPHIDE AS A SCINTILLATOR.-MTERIAL 
A glass like disc of zinc sulphide (86mm diameter by 4.65mm thick) donated 
to the U.O.S by Exotic Materials of the USA was found, when exposed to U.V 
light, to give a red/orange emission around the edge when inspected with 
the naked eye in a darkened room. There were also patches of varying 
intensities at spots on the flat surfaces. It was thought that the 
patches may be due to traces of contaminant in the surface (the disc was a 
rejected item that was intended for use as a special purpose optical 
window). Zinc sulphide can be used as a scintillator where silver is 
often used as an activator. However, this emits blue light and is usually |
supplied in a micro-crystalline form. ’
The stongest emitting area was aligned with a triple alpha source of 
Pu-239, Am-241 and Cm-244 (emitting a range of alpha particles in the 5 -
6 MeV region) the sensitive area of a 'bare' S1223 photodiode was aligned 
on the opposite side of the disc. However, no signal was obtained from 
the photodiode and no positive results were obtained.
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C H A P I T E R  T
DESiŒim.mm.zOïn' electpqnics..eqr..u.se,-.kith 
DIODE-SCimLLATOR DETECTORS
Read-out electronics that are more conpact and inej<pensive would make the 
diode-scintillator detector useful to certain applications which are not 
easily satisfied by using the conventional photomultiplier - scintillator 
type detector. For example, in simple demonstration systems for 
educational purposes and in tomography systems where many detectors in 
arrays are used (each requiring corresponding read-out electronics), or in 
fact, any application requiring medium resolution spectroscopy at moderate 
cost. Work was carried out in collaboration with John Butler of Vinten 
Analytical Systems Ltd to design contact inexpensive circuits to meet 
these demands.
7.1 PREAMPLIFIER DESIGN
As was discussed in chapter 2, section 2.2, in most applications of 
ionising radiation detection involving silicon diodes the noise generated 
in the preamplifier itself causes a significant (indeed the major) 
degradation of the resolution of the detecting system. The general 
purpose charge sensitive preamplifiers which are commercially available 
(e.g the Ortec-125 and 108 etc.) tend to cater for a wide range of 
detector types and are rather costly. With a more specialised detector 
type and application it should be possible to design a low noise charge 
sensitive amplifier with comparable, if not superior, characteristics to 
that of these preamplifiers.
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The first stage of a charge sensitive an^lifier almost invariably involves 
a field effect transistor (FET) as the main active component (see fig.VA) 
on account of the very low gate leakage current of these devices. BLALOCK 
(1964) showed how FETs available at the time could usefully be used in 
this application. Nowadays the FET is almost always a junction FET (JFET) 
having superior performance for this type of application. The requirement 
is for an FET with minimum gate current and input capacitance but large 
transconductance, Crai (effective gain). To improve the first stage 
characteristics further, the technique of connecting FETs in parallel to 
increase the effective (3m value is widely used (early work using this 
technique was carried out by SMITH and CLINE 1966). However, this is 
accompanied by increased gate current and capacitance. For the type of 
detector we are considering, the advantages outweigh the disadvantages 
where the detector capacitance is a factor of ten greater than the gate
capacitance. The best method of connecting FETs in parallel is to use
one of the commercially available dual FETs (two in one package). This 
has the advantage of close matching of the two devices as they are
manufactured on the same silicon substrate.
A simplified circuit diagram is shown in figure 7A. The circuit is 
similar to that used by RAYMOND and CÜTTRALL (1987). The drain-source 
voltage and drain current to the FET are fixed by the variable resistor 
RVl. TRl is the active component of a cascode stage (to reduce high 
frequency roll-off (known as the Miller effect)), TR2 and 3 are in a
Darlington emitter-follower configuration forming the output stage. The 
operating point of the FETs is stabilised by feedback of the output via 
R3. R3 also provides a slow discharge path for the integrating capacitor 
C2.
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Variations of this basic design were tested using two different types of
commercially available dual FETs. Three were built, two having the same 
type of dual FET. The preamplifiers were installed, in turn, in the
spectrometry system replacing the Ortec device. Measurements of relative 
gain (compared with the Ortec-125) and resolution for scintillation 
detection of 662keV photons from is^ Cs were made.
7.1.1 EXPERIMENTAL EESULTS
Table 7A show the response of the three preamplifiers. The unit labelled 
U430-(2) gave results approaching that of the Ortec-125. The U430-(l) has 
the same type of FET as the U430-(2) but gave a poorer response. This may 
indicate an inconsistency of component quality or assembly technique. The 
preamplifier with the U402 dual FET oscillated with mains frequency and 
high frequency noise swamping the signal. Radiation induced signal was 
however present, further work may inprove the response. The U430-(2) was 
then modified such that a series of resistors (total resistance of IGQ) was 
replaced by a single IGS resistor (just received from the manufacturer). 
This improved the performance, as shown in the table, significantly
reducing the electronic noise generated in the preamplifier and also 
slightly increasing the gain. Minimising component lead length is clearly 
as important as earthing and shielding the preamplifier against
electro-magnetic interference. Surface mount versions of this design, 
where lead lengths are indeed minimised, may exhibit markedly superior 
performances to those shown here. The gain of the unit is approximately 
29.0 mV/MeV in silicon. Figures 7B to 7D show spectra for various gamma 
isotopes obtained using the U430-(2) preamplifier.
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PREAMPLIFIER
TYPE
RELATIVE GAIN 
(Ortec-125 preamp)
RES. 662keV in 
CsI(Tl) FWHM
Ü430 (1) 74.3 % 11.1 %Ü43D (2) 93.5 % q.s %U430 (2) * 94.5% 7.8 %
Ü402 oscillation —
TABLE 7A - PERFORMANCE OF 'HOME-MADE' PREAMPLIFIERS USING THE RESIN 
BONDED DETECTOR WITH Icm^  SCINTILLATOR AND MgO POWDER REFLECTOR
Resolutions of these preamplifiers can be directly coinpared with 
the result obtained using the Ortec-125 (table 6A) of 8.3%.
* - indicates modification using single 1M2 resistor.
JC
Fig.TB - RESPONSE OF A lOmm x 10mm x lOmm SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR (S359D-01 DIODE. KODAK-B080 REFLECTOR AND OPTICAL RESINTO Cs-137 
USING THE U430 (2) PREAMPLIFIER
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Fig.TC - RESPONSE OF A 10m x IQmm x IQmm SC im iL A m .DETE<7rQR fS3590-01 DIODE. KODAK-6080 REFLECTOR AND OPTICAL RESIN) TO Ata-241 
USING THE U430 (21, PREAMPLIFIER
sO)?
_wV
IÙ).: I
Fig?D - RESPONSE OF A 10mm x 10mm x lOmm SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR 
(53590-01 DIODE. R0DAK-B080 REFLECTOR AND OPTICAL RESIN> TD..Cq-6Q 
USING THE U430 (21 PREAMPLIFIER
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Figure TE shows the graph of resolution versus shaping time for directly 
detected Am-241 photons using the S3590-01 type photodiode and the U340-(2) 
preamplifier. This curve can be directly compared with that of the
equivalent curve for the Ortec-125 (figure 40 of chapter 4). These curves 
are very similar although the resolution obtained with the U340-(2) was 
slightly better. The U340-(2) produces a much flatter response with best
resolution at around 5^ s. Adjusting component values (particularly C2 
and Cl) would modify the shape of the curve and influence the gain of the 
preamplifier.
7.2 SHAPING AMPLIFIER DESIGN
The shaping amplifier has two main functions
(1) It shapes tailed bipolar pulses to produces pulses with a standard 
span. For this application a typical shaping time of 3 or 4|j.s was 
found to be a good setting for this parameter (as discussed in
section 6.2).
(2) It also amplifies the pulses typically by between 100 and 5000 
times. For this application it was found, during the research, that
a gain of the order of 600 times gave a suitable range of output
voltage for use with scintillation detectors exposed to gamma photons 
up to several MeV. For instance, using the following elements in a 
spectroscopic system
(a) resin bonded 63590-01 diode with 1cm® scintillator (which 
provided an output of 21,300 e-h pairs for 662keV photons as 
shown in table 6A of chapter 6)
(b) the Ortec-125 preamplifier (with a gain of 30.TmV/MeV directly
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detected in silcon as determined in section 4.2.2 of chapter 4)
(c) a shaping amplifier with the gain set to 600 times and the
shewing time set to 3|jis
the output voltage would be 2.16V/MeV which gives signals of the 
order of 1 or 2 volts(e.g Cs-137 photons of 682keV would give rise to 
an output signal of 1.4 volts). These signals are well matched to
the input requirements of typical MCA's.
Figure 7F shows the initial circuit design of the shaping amplifier. This 
is based on the modular structure of the general purpose shaping amplifiers 
used in the standard Nuclear Instruments Module (NIM) systems. However,
this circuit is a great deal simplifed by the use of integrated circuits
and by the limited demands of this specific application reducing the 
required circuit complexity. As is typical of many shewing amplifiers, the
unipolar near-Gaussian pulse sh%?e produced by one differentiation followed
by several integration stages has been used. The first stage amplifies the 
incoming signal by approximately four times, and then differentiates
producing a more rounded pulse and a reduced peak height. The following 
stages are sucessive shying circuits (integrators) that modify the pulse
shape and provided additional amplification. Initial experimental work was
carried out to test the performance of the circuit as discussed below.
7.2.1 FXEEB1MENIAL._BE5ULTS
Figure 7G shows the signals monitored at the outputs of each stage when a 
puiser is injected at the input (labelled 'test input signal'). The final 
result is a pulse of 3.4ns width with a rise time of approximately
Ips (peaking time) and a magnitude of 8.1V for an input signal of 70mV.
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Stage 2 (let integrator)
Stage 4 (3^ integrator)
Stage 1 (differentiator)
Stage 3 (2ed integrator)
Stage 5 (4th integrator)
not to scale
Fig.VS ~ Pulse Shaping Effects of Each Stage of the Shaping Amplifier
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NOTE:- The setting of the shsf»ing time would be approximately 9us (the 
shaping time being approximately a third of this at around 3|os). The 
initial results are very promising. Figure 7H shows the spectrum obtained 
for Cs-137 using the shaping amplifier in conjunction with the Ortec-125 
prean^lifer and the resin bonded S3590-Ü1 diode with Icm^  scintillator 
detector. Unfortunately the gain was set too high such that the MCA did 
not capture the full energy peak. Subsequent to this the amplifier failed 
so that no other curves could be obtained at the time. Unfortunately the 
research period came to an end shortly after this time so that no further 
investigation could be carried out. However, the curve clearly shows the 
Compton continuum with backscatter peak and Compton edge.
Further work is required to evalute and modify the performance before this 
circuit can be fully utilised. Optimisation of the design may be required 
for a given range of pulse rates depending on the application. For low 
pulse rates, pileup of pulses and baseline shift effects are negligible. 
For high pulse rates, the optimum shsping time is shorter and the best 
obtainable resolution is reduced. The effects of pulse pileup and baseline 
shift become more important with increasing counting rate. In 
scintillation detection applications where high pulse rates may be 
encountered, a method known as double delay line shsping is often used 
because of its relatively narrow pulse width and almost complete freedom 
from baseline shift due to its symmetrical bipolar pulse shape. The 
alternative is to use a form of baseline restoration on the unipolar 
pulses.
Figures 71 and 7J show the U430 (2) preamplifier and the shaping amplifier 
circuit boards.
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Fig.7G - THE U430 (2) PREAMPLIFIER WITH COVER REMOVED
Fig.TH - CIRCUIT BOARD OF THE FIVE STAGE SHAPING AMPLIFIER
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CHAPITER 8 
APPLICATIONS OF THE PHQTQDIQDE-SCimLLATQR. DETECTOR
8.1 INTRODUCTION
Potential applications of the diode-sointillator detector and the 
associated readout electronics developed during the research period are 
very broad. Some of these are listed in section 9.4 of chapter 9. Two 
specific applications were investigated in greater detail as outlined in 
this chapter.
8.2 THE USE OF A PHQTODIODE-SCINTILLATQR DETECTOR 
IN RADIQNUCLIDE..CALIBMTQES...,
The possible industrial application of the photodiode-scintillator form of 
energy discriminating gamma detector as a secondary detector in 
radionuclide calibrators was investigated.
Radionuclide calibrators are frequently used in hospital radio-pharmacy 
departments and in laboratories where accurate measurement of radionuclide 
activity is required. Medical applications of radionuclides include 
diagnostic and therapeutic treatment and require accurate measurement 
before use.
Radionuclide calibrators are usually based on re-entrant type ionisation 
chambers which can provide accurate reproducible results over a large 
range of gamma source activities and energies. However, the output from 
the ionisation chamber requires scaling to produce a reading of the actual 
activity of the radionuclide being measured. The magnitude of the scaling
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is dependent on the chamber's energy response. Therefore, each isotope to 
be measured in a radionuclide calibrator has a corresponding calibration 
factor attributable to it. These factors can sometimes be incorrectly 
selected by the operator giving an invalid result. This error could be 
avoided if an energy discriminating device was used to verify the factor 
selected or even to automatically select the appropriate factor.
In addition, the photodiode-scintillator detector could be used to 
indicate the presence or absence of a radionuclide in the chamber. This 
signal is useful for discharging the chamber's collector electrode, 
resetting it ready for the next measurement. Also, there is often the 
requirement to know whether the radioisotope being measured is a mixed or 
pure radionuclide where, for instance, grow-in of gamma-emitting 
daughters may occur which will contaminate the parent radionuclide.
Work was carried out to determine the performance of this type of detector 
when mounted at the base of the well of a typical ionisation chamber used 
in hospitals as discussed above.
8,2.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Figures BA to 8C show a model of an ionisation chamber (based on the 
Centronic IG-42 type pressurised chamber which is currently in use in 
many hospital radio-pharmacy departments). A section of a special strong 
aluminium tubing (able to support pressures of up to 10 atmospheres when 
incorporated into aii ionisation chamber), used by Centronic to construct the 
well of the chamber^  was donated to the Physics Department (U.O.S) although 
it was only two thirds of the actual length used in the chamber. A cast 
aluminium box served as a base on which to mount the detector socket.
105-
source
holder
source
d=
189mm
detector
cover
detector
bias
connector
output
connectorpreamplifier--
Fig.8A - miEMATIC OF IONISATION CHAMBER MODEL
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Fig.8B - Ionisation Chamber Model:- Detector Mounted in Centre of Well
Bottom (well lining removed>
Fig.SC - Ionisation Chamber Model:- Well Lining in Place
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interconnections and well tube. A source holder was constructed (out of a 
plastic sample bottle) which would place the source at the correct 
position such that it would model the position in a real chamber (see 
fig.8A).
The teflon tape reflector, grease coupled, 25xl0xl0mm crystal type
detector (described in section 6.1.3) was installed in the bottom of the 
well. Of particular interest was whether back-scatter or absorption in 
the well material would cause distortion to the spectrum making
identification more difficult. Also, the ability to identify low activity 
sources within a short time period (1 minute or less) was studied. Many 
of the sources used in the applications discussed above have very short 
half lives. For this reason the more easily available standard sources 
which covered the range of interest were used.
8.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL BESULTS
Figures 8D to 8G on the following pages show spectra obtained from the 
chamber model for various low activity sources. There was no notable 
change in the magnitude of the back-scatter peak. The typical minimum 
activity source normally measured in such a chamber is lOOnCi and is 
usually considerably higher. Noise (mainly electronic) as shown in figure 
8H limits the minimum energy that can be resolved from the noise
continuum. Energies below lOOkeV can only be partially resolved. This 
could be improved by reducing electronic noise (higher quality
preamplifier) or by computer deconvolution techniques. However, the most 
commonly used radioisotopes used emit photons in the lOOkeV to 1.5MeV 
range (e.g one of the most commonly used radioisotopes used is ssmTc 
which emits 140keV photons and has a half life of 6 hours).
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A resin bonded detector with a MgO powder or Kodak-6080 reflector as 
described in sections 6.1.4 and 6.4 would improve on the results shown 
here (the resin bonded detector was assembled and developed after the 
above experiments were carried out) due to its much higher light 
collection efficiency.
8.3 AN ELECTRONIC PERSONAL DQSEMETER
At present personal dosimetry is performed using either a passive device 
(e.g a Thermoluminescent (TLD) badge or film badge) or with an active 
electronic device such as a Geiger Muller tube detector and readout 
electronics. The advantages of the passive devices are that they are 
cheap, simple, rugged and virtually maintenance free. However, they 
require a laboratory based readout system and can only give integrated 
dose (typically for a three month period). The existing electronic 
dosemeters give an instantaneous readout of dose-rate and total dose during 
the wearing period but are larger and heavier than the passive type. 
Certain advantages may be offered by the diode-scinti 1 lator type detector in 
this application for the reasons discussed in the following sections.
8.3.1 SPECTROSCOPIC INFORMATION
Neither of the two types of dosemeter takes into account the energy of the 
gamma photons except rather crudely with the aid of filters to provide a 
response which is approximately tissue equivalent. The advantages of 
spectroscopic information about the gamma radiation to which personnel are 
being exposed (the proportions of the dose at different gamma photon 
energies) is that the non-tissue equivalence of the detector can be 
accurately allowed for, and various types of doses to tissue can be 
derived.
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8.3.2 AMBIENT DOSE EQUIVALENT
The biological effect of the absorbed dose may be allowed for by 
mathematical algorithms to give the Ambient Dose Equivalent for strongly 
penetrating radiation (often annotated as H*(d)) and the Directional 
Dose Equivalent for weakly penetrating radiation (H'(d)) throughout the
gamma spectrum. Skin (superficial) and depth (penetrating) dose
equivalents can be confuted for the same incident gamma spectrum to yield
Hs(d) and Hp(d) respectively. Figure 81 shows the curves of Ambient Dose
Equivalent and Directional Dose Equivalent for gamma radiation absorbed at 
10mm depth (body dose) and 0.07mm depth (skin dose) in soft tissue -vs- 
gamma photon energy. These depths are recomended by the ICRP as a 
standard for skin and body dose (ICRU(1991)). However, the dose 
equivalents for any tissue (including bone) and at any depth could, in
principle, be computed by using this approach.
Devices designed for measuring H(p) and H(s) are intended to be worn on 
the surface of the body. Thus, the body provides backscatter which
contributes to the total response of the dosemeter. Also, radiation 
personnel will, potentially, be irradiated from many directions as they 
move about the work place. The detector must therefore provide an
isotropic response. A symmetrically shaped scintillator (i.e cubic or 
spherical) would meet this requirement.
8.3.3 EXFERXMENTS-DEMQNSTRATINg BAGKSCATTER EFFECTS
Experiments were carried out to demonstrate the backscatter caused by the 
proximity of various bulk materials to the detector whilst in the presence 
of a Cs-137 source. In each case a relatively large mass (compared to the 
detector) of the material was placed under the detector as shown in figure
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Fig.BJ - BACKSCATTERING EXPERIMENT
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8J. In the case of free air, the detector and preamplifier were hung from 
a boom arm to isolate them from solid masses. Figures 8K to 8N show the 
backscatter from aluminium, perspex, lead and wood respectively. The 
response in air is included in each case as a reference.
The greatest differences in the spectra are the relative sizes of the 
backscatter peaks. The perspex has a similar backscatter characteristic 
to tissue due to its similar atomic construction.
8.3.4 IDENTIFICATION OF SOURCES
Each particular source of gamma radiation induces a characteristic 
spectrum in a given spectroscopic detector (such as those shown in chapter 
6). The identity of the source can therefore be deduced from the spectral 
information. This can assist in identifying the cause and location (if 
the location of the wearer is logged) of sources of radiation exposure. 
The more information that is available in a given situation (e.g during an 
accident) the more likely that the correct action can be taken quickly to 
minimise the effects.
8.3.5 FLEXIBILITY. OF DQSE CALCULATIONS
If, in the future, modifications to any of the calibration curves and 
alogorithms are made [e.g as a result of new biological information (e.g 
for specific tissues) or due to trends in the setting of safety standards] 
these can be incorporated by modification of the software used to carry 
out dosimetric calculations. These changes would not affect the hardware 
that would be developed for the dosemeter or any computing hardware 
required to analysis and modify the data produced by the dosemeter.
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Fig.8K - Backscatter from Aluminium
Fig.BL - Backscatter from Perspex
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Fig.8M - Backscatter from Lead
Fig.GN - Backscatter from Hard Wood
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With suitably miniaturised electronics, it may be possible to produce an 
electronic dosemeter which is sufficiently small and light-weight for 
personnel to wear on belts or clipped on to clothing. Optimised, low 
power, electronics also reduces the size of the associated batteries.
8.3.6 THE MASS ENERGY ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT.
Gamma photons interact with matter chiefly by three processes
Photoelectric absorption: where the incident photon is completely absorbed 
by an atom and results in an electron being ejected from an inner shell 
orbit. Almost immediately the vacancy is filled by electronic orbital 
transitions resulting in a cascade of characteristic X-rays and Auger 
electrons.
Compton Scattering: The incoming photon is deflected from its original
direction by an atomic electron and the recoiling electron is scattered 
out of the atom.
Pair Production: The incoming photon passes through the intense Coulomb 
field of the nucleus and can be totally converted into a recoiling 
electron-positron pair. All the excess energy of the photon above 1.02MeV 
(2moC2) is converted to kinetic energy randomly shared by the
electron-positron pair. The positron rapidly, annihilates producing two 
SllkeV photons, which in turn may undergo Compton scattering or 
photoelectric absorption.
These three aklennation processes are all energy dependent and give rise to 
the quantity Itnown as the mass energy absorption co-efficient, lo relote^ l
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The mass energy absorption coefficient describes the rate al: which a 
photon fluence inside a material gives rise to absorbed dose. It is 
related to the mass-attenuation coefficient which describes the rate of 
removal of primary photons from the beam but allowing for various escaping 
secondary radiations (fluorescent X-rays, Compton scattered photons, 
annihilation quanta and bremsstrahlung) from the region of interest. It 
can be approximately represented by:-
jlsn\ E= N ( i-g )
■ 7 7  J
a.Z”.E-n. r i - A
o.ZZ.lnE;. l-2mc.cs
where the square bracketed quantity is essentially the energy transfer 
coefficient consisting of: photo-electric, Compton and pair production
terms each with allowances for escape radiations, and "g" correcting for 
bremsstrahlung losses. At low energies the photo-electric term is 
dominant due to the high inverse energy dependence (n 3.5) and the 
strong Z dependence (m = 4 5) which shows that large differences arise
between the absorbed doses in media with widely differing Z-values 
experiencing the same photon fluence. The dose in a "good" scintillator 
like CsI(Tl) for any given irradiation conditions can be measured by 
simply summing the recoil electron energies in the output spectrum and 
dividing by the mass of the detector. But, since the distribution of dose 
across the photon energy spectrum is not usually measured, it is not 
possible to deduce the dose to another material, such as soft tissue.
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exposed to the same photon fluence (apart from the simple case of 
monoenergetic photons). However, if the detector response function is
Imown, as a function of photon energy, in principle the incident photon
spectrum can be deconvolved from the detector pulse height spectrum. It
then becomes possible to calculate the dose to other materials exposed to
the same degree using the ratios of tabulated mass energy absorption 
coefficients (HUBBELL(undated)). For a given photon energy provided 
electronic equilibrium is achieved (typically at depths of several mm in 
tissue-like materials) we may use:-
tlssueD D S
•tissue — C s l  *  C s l
where "S" is the ratio of the mass energy absorption coefficient of Csl to 
tissue (see figure 80).
Also, for tissue exposed to a known incident photon spectrum the surface 
(skin) dose is related to the depth dose by energy dependent factors 
(figure 81) which have been computed from basic interaction data, so these 
factors can be used to calculate the contributions to the total
superficial dose over the incident spectrum. Therefore the crucial 
requiements for completeness are:-
(i) highly stable detector output (provided by the photodiode- 
scintillator detector)
(ii) the capability to deconvolve true incident spectrum from 
the recorded output pulse spectrum from the detector
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8.3.7 DERIVATION QF THE INCIDENT PHOTON .SPECTRUM
If the detector output pulse spectrum is uniquely related to the incident 
photon spectrum it is possible to deconvolve the incident spectrum from 
it. A library of response functions can be built up by measuring the 
pulse height spectrum for a series of mono-energetic incident photon 
exposures (or via Monte Carlo simulations).
Techniques such as Least-Squares Restoration of spectrum obtained from a 
detector when the response function of the detector is known can be 
employed. This technique estimates the true spectrum by minimising the 
mean square difference between the measured (detector response) and the 
spectrum predicted by the known response function.
Papers contained in U.S.DEPT.ENERGY(1979) publication cover detailed 
techniques for unfolding of spectra. Work carried out by NORTON (undated) 
at the University of Surrey produced a computer program suitable for 
operating on an IBM compatible personal, computer which would restore a 
computer generated test spectrum (modelling from one to several gamma 
energies) of an idealised scintillation detector response (see example in 
figure 8F).
8.3.8 THE DOSE RANGE REQUIRED QF A REAL TIME PERSONAL DOSEMETER
The specification of existing commercial electronic dosemeters can provide 
a good starting point for drawing up guide lines for a diode-scintillator 
based device. The widest specification for dose rate range was found to 
be
1 - 9999 uSv/hr Hp(lO)
0.01 -  99 uSv/hr Hs(G.Q7)
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Let us estimate the range available from a pulse counting device. The 
shewing time should be 4|is or more to preserve the pulse magnitude and 
energy resolution of the detector
Maximum number of pulses/sec. ~ 1/4x10“® = 250kHz
It is generally accepted that the dead time should not exceed about 10% to 
allow good spacing between pulses and to avoid pulse pile-up degradation. 
Therefore the maximum pulse rate should be limited to 25kHz which will 
correspond to the maximum dose rate that the device can reliably measure 
in the pulse counting mode.
A detector with a scintillator crystal of 1cm® bonded to a S3590-01 
photodiode (as discussed in section 6.1.4) provides approximately 75 
counts per second for a dose rate of luSv/hr (Cs-137 662keV photons) 
summing the counts for all channels from 85keV (the setting of the lower 
level discriminator (LLD) on the MCA) to l.SMeV. This figure would 
increase for a lower setting of the MCA's LLD. The maximum dose rate that 
could be measured would therefore be 3B0uSv/hr which indicates that the 
detector is too sensitive in its present form for the application.
However, the use of a smaller crystal (say a 4mm x 4mm x 4mm crystal 
bonded to the S1223-01 type photodiode) could provide a detector with a 
suitable range of sensitivity.
In addition, a combination of pulse counting and current measurement would 
extended the effective range. GOODA(1988) obtained a lineajr response for 
dose rates in excess of 2D00|aSv/hr in the current measurement mode
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using an S1790-01 photodiode bonded to a 25min x 10mm x 10mm crystal. It 
is possible to operate with an MCA dead time of as much as 95% and still 
yield a spectrum (of poorer resolution) which may be used to identify the 
source.
Measurements made in laboratory background conditions, using the same 
diode-scintillator detector as above, gave 7.8 counts per second (summing 
counts for all channels from 85keV to 1.5MeV). Using the sensitivity 
figure obtained above, the background would effectively be 0.02|-iSv/hr. 
This result may be compared with the reading obtained using an NE type 
2601 meter which gave an approximate reading of 15uR/hr. In a lead 
brick shielded enclosure, the detector gave only a few pulses over the 
same channel range for a collection period of 300 seconds.
8.3.9 MINIATURISATION OF THE ELECTRONICS
The major building blocks which make up any spectroscopic system (see 
figure 2A of chapter 2) include the detector, low noise preamplifier, main 
shaping amplifier, analogue to digital converter and finally data handling 
(e.g MCA or computer). Hybrid miniature preamplifiers and anplifiers are 
commercially available which are suitable for the application of gamma ray 
spectroscopy readout. Amptek inc. (USA), Hamamatsu Photonics (JAPAN) and 
Harwell (UR) supply such devices. Unfortunately they are rather 
expensive. The Hamamatsu H4083 preamplifier costs £140 with the Harwell 
device at approximately £60. The Amptek devices are still more expensive 
(around £300) but have the reputation of very high quality. The 
preamplifier design discussed in chapter 7 could be produced in a hybrid 
form and fabricated as a single printed circuit board (PCB) together with 
the amplifier and subsequent electronics. Surface mount forms of the
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conventional Analogue to Digital Converters and memory chips required in a 
electronic dosemeter are now commonly available from component suppliers.
A 8-bit analogue to digital converter would provide 256 spectroscopic 
channels of information which is quite adequate for the resolution of the 
scintillation detectors considered in this thesis and for the purposes of 
personal dosimetry.
A thermocouple and thermocouple amplifier could be incorporated for 
compensation of temperature changes with the associated changes in the 
light yield from the CsI(Tl) crystal (see figure 5A and the discussion in 
section 5.4 of chspter 5).
Data handling and transmission from the electronic dosemeter to the main 
computer could use existing 'Smart Card' technology. Specialist companies 
(e.g Newmarket Microsystems Ltd., Welwyn Micro-circuits Ltd., VLSI 
Technology., Holsworthy Electronics Ltd. and Technograph Microcircuits 
Ltd.) in the field of microelectronics and thick film hybrid circuits can 
produce completed printed circuit boards (PCBs) in the format required. 
Experts in 'Smart Card' technology include G.E.C, Gemplus (France), 
Logicam (France), Eureka Systems (UK) and Hakuto International Ltd. The 
manufacturing of the boards would be suitable for automation if large 
quantities were involved.
The complete unit would be required to contain the electronics discussed 
above plus a suitable battery and a low power display (such as a liquid 
crystal display).
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8.3.10 DISCUSSION
The NRPB together with Siemens Plessey Controls Ltd has recently developed 
an electronic dosemeter which measures Hp(lO) and Hs(D.07) for photons and 
beta particles. ^proval of this device for personal dosimetry is being 
sought from the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and is likely to be 
granted in the near future. Such approval would clear the way for other 
electronic devices such as that described in this work. This device uses 
two non-spectroscopic silicon diode detectors. impropriate build-up 
materials have been used to give an approximate dose equivalent response. 
The device provides an instantaneous readout for dose and dose rate on a 
LCD display. The range covered is 2 to 2000 pSv/hr over the range of 
30keV to lOMeV (for Hp(lO)). The price is £350 for small quantities 
reducing to £250 for large quantities (100 to 500).
The NRPB dosemeter uses filters to take into account the energy of the 
gamma photons. This method of producing a dose equivalent response has
two limitations:
(a) introduction of error due to the filter material(s) not being 
exactly tissue equivalent
(b) lack of flexibility as a result of the non-spectroscopic 
detectors.
The diode-scintillator detector based electronic dose meter could provide
significant advantages over conventional electronic dosemeters (including
the NRPB dosemeter) for these reasons.
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If beta detection and measurement is also required then a second detector 
element could be incorporated - a bare photodiode being used to detect the 
beta radiation. Alternatively, it could be possible to use just one 
detector, part of the diode might be left uncovered by scintillator (just 
a thin light shield). The fast beta pulses could be distingushed from the 
slower scintillation events by using rise time discrimination techniques. 
If the Csl crystal is encapsulated under a few mm of polythene to ensure 
electronic equilibrium this would also stop the possibility of beta 
induced scintillation events.
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C H A P T E R  Q  
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
9.1 PHOTODIODES
Hamamatsu S3590-01 photodiodes were used in most of the work carried out 
in this research project. This photodiode supersedes the S1790 photodiode 
which was the device used in most of the recent work carried out in the 
field. It was found that the performance of this device is very similar 
to the S179Ü-02 photodiode (low leakage version of the S1790-01) both for 
directly detected events and for gamma induced scintillation events in 
CsI(Tl).
Direct detection of gamma photons of low energy can be achieved using the 
S3590-01 photodiode as shown in chapter 4 section 4.2. Similar results 
were obtained by GCX3DA (1988) using the type S1790 photodiodes. The range 
of photon energies that can be detected with any useful efficiency is 
somewhat limited due to the thin active region of these photodiodes (the 
depletion layer). Other photodiodes with thicker depletion regions are 
available but are more expensive; the 33590-01 the 33590-03 and the 
33590-05 have respective depletion depths of 200, 300 and hOO^ m. The 
full depletion voltages are correspondingly higher for greater active 
thicknesses. It is knownthat Micron Semiconductor Ltd. have developed a 
PIN photodiode with a 1mm thick sensitive region. At present they are 
very guarded in releasing any information about this device. It is 
believed that they are working in collaboration with Southampton 
University on this and other devices. An 33590-03 diode was obtained from 
Hamamatsu Photonics Ltd. and direct detection experiments showed that the 
intrinsic efficiency
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was improved in proportion to the thickness of the depletion layer (see 
figure 4Q of chapter 4).
The inexpensive S1223-01 minature windowless diode was not only used as a 
direct detection device (both for alpha particles and X and gamma rays) but 
also for readout of CsI(Tl) scintillator. Contamination of the surface of 
the bare diode has been found, in the past, to severely impair diode
response with a marked increase in leakage (dark) current. During the 
period of this research it was revealed by Hamamatsu that they use a resin 
made by Kodak (type HE-80) to form the windows of their diodes. However, 
it had proved impossible to locate a branch of Kodak that could identify
this product. The 'new formula' NE-581 resin made by NE Technology was
found not to damage the diode when spplied to the bare surface, or to
affect the electrical characteristics unduly» Some of these diodes were 
subsequently successfully used in the construction of small scintillation 
detectors. Although the performance obtained was less than with those 
constructed using the relatively large sensitive area diodes such as the 
S3590-01, they did provide a useful resolution at a very low cost.
9.2 EEFLECTQRS
Optimisation of light collection was found to be achieved by using MgO 
powder as the reflector. However, the teflon tape refector offered the 
advantage of easecf assembly and gave a more compact detector, with only a 
slight reduction in the energy resolution.
An alternative to the relatively inconvenient MgO powder is a reflective 
paint supplied by Kodak. Kodak's solvents based reflecting paint uses 
barium sulpWte as the reflecting medium instead of magnesium oxide powder.
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Published figures promise a stable reflectance of 99.1% at 550nm (KODAK 
(1989)) which is markedly better than MgO powder (98.3% fresh reducing to 
around 98% after aging six months). In practice, the light ouput of the 
6080 coated device was 96.7% of that obtained using the MgO covered 
equivalent (see table 6A of chapter 6). Although a useful response 
comparable with that of the MgO reflector was obtained it did not match 
that promised by the manufacturer's literature. The expected signal 
magnitude (using the mathematical model described in section 5.6 of chapter 
5 together with the published reflectance given by Kodak) was predicted to 
be 112% of that obtained using MgO powder. It was not clear why this was 
not obtained in present trials but it is probable that some interaction 
between the reflector solution and the CsI(Tl) crystal caused a reduction
in the reflectance. The 6080 coating is a far more convenient reflector
with respect to production and over-all size of the detector than can be 
obtained using MgO powder.
9.3 CIRCUIT DESIGN FOR. READOUT.ELECTEQNIGS
9.3.1 THEJREAMPLIEIEB
The results obtained for preamplifiers designed within the research project 
show great promise as an effective low cost replacement (approximately £20) 
of the Ortec-125 preamplifier. However, it should be possible to improve
on the response of the 125. This device is designed to cope with a large
range of detector types and their corresponding widely differing electrical 
properties. With a specific detector in mind, it should be possible to 
design around its parameters and minimise the effects of the more important 
ones (e.g moderately large capacitance of the relatively large area 
photodiodes such as the 63590-01).
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Further work could give rise to a marked improvement in resolution if the
effective input noise of the preamplifier is improved. Certain 'feedback'
and 'bootstrapping' techniques can give rise to improved gain. The problem
is one of amplifying the signal further but avoiding the same factor of
amplification with respect to noise. Improvements in performance can also
be achieved by using special teflon or ceramic boards to mount the
components upon. This provides a low leakage mounting for the components
and also holds them rigid. Even slight vibrations of loose components can
generate noise signals. Also, the preamplifier must be assembled with
toabsolute cleanliness to avoid leakage due^contaminants such as finger oils 
and carefully shielded (particularly the active components) from the 
effects of electro-magnetic interference.
Another method of achieving an improved performance is to use a detector 
with intrinsic gain such as avalanche photodiodes (CARRIER 1990). However, 
although these devices are slowly reducing in price, they are still very 
expensive (in the region of £1000 for a 5mra^  device).
9.3.2 THE SHAP.IM...AMRLinEB
Work carried out so far on the shaping amplifier has produced a circuit 
that is close to that required for some of the less demanding applications 
discussed in section 9.4. The Canberra amplifier used in the spectrometry 
system costs in the region of £2.000. This is a very advanced and 
sophisticated device. The simple circuit design (discussed in section 7.2
of chapter 7) which is suitable for photodiode-scintillator readout would 
cost in the region of tens of pounds.
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Some of the parameters of the circuit should be adjusted to optimise the 
performance and the design may be improved still further using techniques 
such as Double Delay Line Shaping or baseline restoration to counter the 
effects of pulse pileup and base line shift that can occur with high pulse 
rates (as discussed in section 7.2.1 of chapter 7).
9.4 AEELXGATIQHS OF THE DIODE-SCINTILLATOR .DETEgT.QE
Further work could be carried out into the potential applications of the 
detectors covered in this thesis include the following:-
(a) low cost educational demonstration systems for colleges and schools. 
The output from the shaping amplifier (such as that described in 
chapter 7) could be connected to an inexpensive slot-in computer 
mounted MCA board. An 8-bit analogue to digital converter (i.e 256 
channels) will give adequate resolution for general spectroscopy 
demonstrations purposes
(b) tomography systems where arrays of many detectors are often mounted
close together. Each detector requires the corresponding read-out
electronics and the whole system would be computer controlled
(c) gamma radiation monitors and assay applications. A small
diode-scintillator detector mounted on an extended arm, or in a 
probe, could provide a meter with greater accessibility to confined 
spaces
(d) monitors for use in environments of high magnetic flux (such as may
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be found in, for example, high energy physics apparatus) where 
conventional photomultiplier based detectors would be affected
(e) liquid scintillator counting of gamma-emitters. Liquid scintillators 
are available (e.g NE Technology Ltd - NE208-B liquid scintillator) 
which emit yellow/green light, well matched to the response of the 
photodiodes considered in this thesis»
9.5 THE DXODE-SCXNTILLATQR„DETKCT_QR._IH IONISATION CHAMBERS 
From the results shown in section 6.3.2 of chapter 6, sufficient detail to 
validate radioisotopes could be collected in a usefully short period with 
relatively low activity sources. The sources used were the commonly 
available sealed point sources found in many radiation laboratories. 
Sources used in the medical applications outlined in chapter 6 section 6.3 
are less easily obtainable. They are usually in liquid form (for injection 
into a patient) and often with 'rather' short half lives. However, some 
manufacturers produce more convenient simulated (mock) sources (for example. 
Nuclear Data Inc.) for test purposes.
A considerable amount of further work is required before an effective 
electronic personal dosemeter could be developed using the 
diode-scintillator detectors. A method of interpreting the pulse spectrum 
from the detector into dose equivalent units is outlined in sections 8.3.2 
and 8.3.5 to 8.3.7 of chapter 8. This area of study requires further 
in-depth analysis.
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Also, investigation into detectors incorporating small scintillator
crystals may yield a very compact device with a suitable range of 
sensitivity for this application. Use of the S1223-01 diode would lend 
itself to this application. A 4 x 4 x 4 mm® scintillator bonded to the 
The 4 x 4  ram^  sensitive area could be a good initial design (with the 
inherent good light collection efficiency that this format would produce 
(reference chapter 5 section 5.6). The complete detector in this case 
would cost only a few pounds.
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